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51 1.  Introduction 
The  topic of this study is the descriptive  content 
~';h:Lc tl  ~r~e~:8 s  as  a  !,otential quanti  ty in the  internal 
::-3  t.:" t; .: :. -j::- ; 'I' .~:  o.:f  :"!lb:-l;'.- J  ..  s ~ri  co Oll  i tems  0  'rhe  theoroti  c;:: . "!.  Li.o"Gion 
..::.::.~!.}.:" , . .  ;;.." n  '.)J: ' :..;r _: ·i ·" ,;,j '~:  ··'T'j.::J.c~.;:ü::,~  LD.::i..C!l  t ake ,:;  r ' ; :' n c~  :::",~}d.  pre-
~i~  c  .~.';  '/ i.1~ : ":.;.  '!  - .~  .~: .')  J.  -~·)  .. t; "  ::.~ 1"  i?_~ .  t l'lt ~  .:..'":.~ .:,::"t;  (~  () f  e}~I ) l a!1?t..t :'orJ.8  () f  name  s , 
1 
C)7(~'  -i  1~,  ,. s;....,.j  ,  ,:- ,, +:  -(i; Q 
./  "-_' j  ••  _.1.";  V'.Ao._.J  .. O"L .. o  ... JI  .... l . ;.,_t.._  ... c;;s 
Un:i.veY'S8.U  ::'~~T:ro(je~:t  have 
Seiler and  workers  on the  Cologne 
investigated descriptivity from 
func.tioYJ.al ,  Eltr-,~ct;ura.l  and  quantitative points of view). 
The  assoeiati.on  be~l,\Teen nouns  and predications 'is clearest 
in the  case  of  le:~~ical  i tems  which are morphologically com-
plex,  such  <-18  .:t52.ot~.:J?j;9k,  blueberrx,  e.xebrow  and  teacher 
(caller'1  . g. ?E.?r:~12.t ~i:.:::.~.  terms),  much  less  so  in the  case  of 
monO :r.:lOrpb8IJ:, ·i.c  lexemes  such as  scalpel,  cher:sr,  pupil  and 
.cl~!:~: .  (C8J.:.CO ..  ~~~e ~~).  vIi th a  few  exceptions  i t  is the 
forme':,  '~ai38  I  \'JiJ..1..  be  treatingo  These descri  Jtive lexical 
items  ',~lt 'i lize va, 7:'::':ms  linguistic processes  (com'r)oElitiion, 
comI/)lU)(~ . Ül.g~  GGr::.vGtion,  etca)  in expressing  nro',)ositions 
abc~t  t~9 objCCt2  wnich they name.  One  given  de3crj~tive 
p . i ::~ : ~  ;;;-:'()' ·J"~,i:.:-~~"():r  t;"::~.'J n  aYlOt ~~ler~  and it is tl "lUS  tn.at  differ-
"."11 ;,  .• C· ·:;. (;,]_  Jt,,,,,),:;  ['1:.O·,J  a  differential utili  ty "Ti th respect 
t o  <.  C;X~ ('.~; G  ci'  lcJj. "15;uage  behavior  such as  the creation of 
n S1;J  JcxL',[:>,l  i'~)e: ' :~::  ~  the  learning of lexical i tems  and  attempts, 
to  exr.:·8.:ll ~ !.  tl'l(' .~r  mcanings.  It is in this sense  that  we 
ca:;1  r:ccJ  t.i:lat  SOI'le  lexical items  are more  descriptive than 
others  .. 
Using Ultan' s  theory of 3-escriptivity ß.E.ading as  a 
startirJ.g  ))oint,  I  will attempt to  capture this differential 
ut:i.li··':;y  in terms  of these criteria of literalness,  explicit-
ness  c"lIJ.d  svntc::.c.ti.c  complexi  ty.  I  will first briefly present 
his  S7S~;8LJ  ar:.d  i nvest;igate  some  generalizations :Ihich he 
hns '):.·O})()[:,8· :i  c .~.J.  ':.~ he basis of his  study of bady -tJart  termin-
ologj.es  iu m: ,-L'leI'QUS  languages.  I  will apply his theory to - 2  -
nouns  in this and  four other semantic  domains,  in three 
North American Indian languages.  I  will test his general-
izations  and  propose  some  new  oneso  I  will then present 
an  aJ.ternative  system of descriptivity grading  and  compare 
the  1'28 1.1  Cf'  of its application with those of Ul-san' s  sys-
b~::, i  "  :Cl  ';h~  +1.J1)1.1  section I  will  suggest  another methf'd-
~jl,)t;; ,!  f~: ,'  '-o ~i ~ · '!·r  __  ~.f  i.:; ,· l:Jion.  An  appendix at the  end  of the 
paI"e ;~  l:.f.j:::;  ?,  .. :.J  of  tüe descriptive lexical items  mentioned, 
gradeQ  according to both systems. 
2.  Desc,ripti  vi  ty grading--Ul  tan' s  system 
2.10  Summary  of Ultan's metrics 
•  ! 
In two  studies Ultan has  investigated the  questions 
of  the relative analyzability and  predominance  of descrip-
tive  lexical items,  choosing the  semantic  domain of body 
part terms  as  the  area of his  comparative  study of six lan-
guages  (:B'innish,  French,  German,  ENe,  Maasai  and  Swahili). 
His  resultant  system  enables  one  to  characterize  simultan-
eously the  extent of descriptive naming in a  language  (and 
relatively between languages)  and  the degree  of semantic 
transparency which these descriptive lexical items presents 
to the  speaker;  in short,  to  assign a  valu~, within a  given 
semantic  domain or in the  language  as  a  whole,  of degree 
of  semantic motivation. 
The  full details of the  system cah be  found  in U1tan 
1975  and  1976.  I  will  summarize  the basic  not~ons and  give 
examples  from  my  data. 
Ultan's value for lexical descriptivity (the gescrip-
tivity index)  is derived  as  the  sum  of  three metries.  The 
first measures  the  dt·gree  to  which the  meaning of  a  lexical 
item is derivable  frcm the meaning of its constituent mor-
phemes.  Values  from  1  to  5  are  assigned,  a  h1gher value 
representing a  lesse:r.'  degree  of  semantic derivabili  ty: 
A value  of  1  is  assi€~ed when  the  sum  of the meaning of 
the parts equals,  mOl'e  or less  (wi  thin a  reasonable  range - 3  -
of  semantic  narrowing  and  widening),  the  meaning  of the 
resul  taut lexical  :i_ temo  Some  examples  are:  ;:';Outlif·.?f)"t;ern 
Pomo  0  sas::::,l.  ' :pUO]. c  hair'  (sa  'penis'  +  smi  1 f\,!.~,  fuzz'); 
and  Tun:i.cao  -8tclsut.:at~ }:.Lsi  I eyelid'  (-st6su  'eye'  +  tahkisi 
, skin  I  ) ..  A  Ve.Jl)~  of  2  is assigned when  the  lexical  i tem 
has multiple  rcadings,  for whatever historical reasons,  and 
the  sum  of the parts is therefore  ambiguously equal  or not 
equal to  the  whole"  Hy  data contained no  examples  of this. 
Ultan's  two  examples  are  from  Finnish (Ultan 1975,  page  5). 
One  is nielu,  1"rhich  is analyzable  as  a  sequence  of niel-
'to  swalloH'  emd  - u  'means I.  It means  ei  ther  'throat, 
pharynx'  or  'entrance',  the last meaning being the  one  not 
equal to  the  wholea 
A  value of 3  is assigned when  an apparently morpholog-
ically complex lexical item is only partially or question-
ably analyzable,  and  thus  the meaning of the  sum  of  the 
parts  ffia.y  or  ;~l&Y I'.o-r;  be  eClU8.1  to  the  '.'Jhole>  _"n  8x.ample  of 
thl " "  -,:",  ' )' e  '':''-,'''e  v·q ·;··-j- l-ml1t'1';';:>'n 1  (., ~,.,  ·;"J·a, ·,:2."". 1  + '  ( 1."J ~  .. t.  ; '. ·~,".J; .. l·dl(?» .  ,...)  ...L~ :'"  .,L '._  . .!..'._  ...  '  ..... .... lo..., ...  ......, J.I.,..- L J. •  .....L .l.. .....  __ L.  .J ~. ~  .,  _ 
~  ~  '0 
7.T ·hpL >,:, ~~  '"'l~  1;0·j- ;, .; +.  iQ  '3."~'  T'7 '"h
'
p  "1-:'  'l '; r-i' "  'ic~  V",',,'i ":['ln be- vv  .......  LJ  ,._t",  . .J_  \ ,) .  _  v,.·  ...........  ·  .1...1.  ....  \.  J._ c-"",., . ~/ LJ ('  .. . ..........  C,_,,-,  .f ••  L._  'J;'  ~40 . "- .'  c....._  ._c  ...... ,  . 
twecn  SLJ8 3.kGrs .,  .It  OCC'L 1.T' S  in  -t~1~_S  f Gr'.!  Ofd:r  ::.[1  t.::ü.S  eOffi-
pou:.~ .(?  ..  thc  norEal  .form  being eta,  arl.rJ.  both go  bac.tC  to  the 
Prol '-)-·t~omo  form  ,cihta. 
J. ..  value  of 4  is assigned when  the  sum  of the parts is 
not  equal  to  -ehe  whole,  as  in Karoko  tik?arup  'palm of the 
hand'  (tiok  'finger,  hand'  +  ?~rup  'navel'--"navel of the 
hand")"  lind  a  value  of 5  is assigned  when  the  term is an 
unanalyzable  label  ~ 
'rhe  second metric treats paraphrase-term and  term-
paraphrase relations,  measuring the degree  of  congruence 
betvreen  descriptive lexical items  and  maximally appropriate 
paraphrases of these  terms  which  contain the  elements  some, 
afl,  or~ .  The  values,  from  1  to 5,  can be  summarized 
as  follows,  \vith ab  representing trie  descriptive lexical 
item and ~,  the para)hrase (after Ultan 1975,  page  8). 
Illustrative  examples  ::ollow  each  schema: - 4- -
1.  all a+b  ~  ab  and  all ab  E  a+b  (Karoko  ?aciptiok  'middle 
finger'  (?aocip  'mi(dle,  center'  +  tiok  'finger,  hand'» 
2.  all a+b  E  ab  and  some  ab  E  a+b  (Tunicao  kUwatohku 
'bird (generic term)'  (kuwa  'duck'  +  -tohku  'diminutive'» 
30  some  a+b  E  ab  and all ab  E  a+b  (Karoko  ik~upanac  'index 
finger'  (iksup- 'to point '  +  -ara  'instrument'  + 
-ic  'diminutive'» 
40  some  a+b  E  ab  and  some  ab  E  a+b  (Karok.  akxaapak  atatu-
rachitihan  'morning glory (species  of flower),  (akxaop 
'ripgut grass'  +  -ak  'in,  on,  at'  +  ?atat- 'to twist' 
+ ura·  'uphillward'  + -tih 'durative'  +  -han  'deverb-
ative:  that which  • .,.'  -- "that which is twisted up 
onto  ripgut  grass"» 
50  no  a+b  E  ab  and  no  ab  E  a+b  (Karok.  tik?arup  as  above) 
The  third metric  assigns  a  value based  on  the presence 
or absence  of all morphological  constituents necessary for 
an unambiguous  reading of  a  descriptive lexical item,  as-
suming the possible implicit role of general,  productive 
construction types  such as  attribute-head and possessor-
possessed.  A value  of  1  is assigned if all necessary con-
stituents are 'present,  as  in Humgariano  furogep  'drilling 
machine'  (furo  'to bore'  +  gep  'machine');  2,  if one  or 
more  of  the necessary elements is not present but is an im-
plici  t  characteristic of  an explici  t  element,  as  in be  }'omo 
xa~ay  'fish gig,  spear'  (xa  'fish'  +  ~ay  'wood,  stick'), 
where  the object  and  the  implement  are  explicit, but the 
action is implicit;  and  3  is assigned in all other cases, 
such as  Karok.  sipnuk?atimnam  'type of basket used for 
carrying light loads'  (sipnuok  'storage basket'  +  ?atimnam 
'burden basket'),  where  a  connective proposition like "bas-
ket  having the functions  of both these  other types"  can 
only be  guessed at. 
When  these metries  have been determined for  a  given 
lexical item,  their sum  values will total from  1  to  75. 
These  values  are  converted into aseries of  grades  from 
o to  10, °  being assigned to  a  lexical item which is defin-
itely unanalyzable,  or is not definitely analyzable,  having - 5  -
been assigned  a  value  of  3  on the first metric  (the  3J'mbul 
*0  is used  to  identify items  of the latter sort).  The 
~l 5.. fr,l1 er the  grade,  the  greater the degree of descriptivity  .. 
.  Ji.:"  t tionally to  the descripti  vi  ty grades UI  tan specifies 
(/:' :;.ous  other characteristics of the  terms  including  a 
- -j ... 2·f: j.fication of the  original semantic motivations  of the 
'~ .=;J. ~, . .  ,)  such as  form,  function  and  location (t pragmatic pro-
• c.'  '~ : ::  .• Si )  and  the  syntactic  types  of the terms,  such as  com-
;r~  ..  ;.· ..  1ds  and  derivations. 
::~l .,  '.-:'  0  ~\1?lÜication to further data 
ßS  a  first  step in my  investigation I  have  extended 
t he  use  of Ultan' s  metries  to three more  languages  and four 
more  semantic  domains  (with some  additional material from 
& fourth language,  Hungarian) .  The  three  languages  are all 
oi North America:  Karok,  a  linguistic isolate in the  Hokan 
J.i nguistic phylum,  Southeastern POI!lO ,  of the Pomoan  family 
0;:  :Languages,  also within the  Hokan  phylum  Cboth  spoken in 
t)aJ j_fornia)  and  Tunica,  a  language  of the  l'1acro-Algonkian 
:: ;~:J :,' :::'um,  formerly  spoken in the Southeastern United States. 
'L~:' 8  semantic  domains  treated are body parts,  fauna,  flora, 
.iml)l ements  and  occupations. 
I  will first  give  a  comparative overview of descriptiv-
i 
'l tJ grading in the three  larigliages ,  ~nd wili follO\.J  this 
I 
- Ji t h  the  specif:1.c  results  bf  the  analyses in the various 
do:nains ,  presented in the tabular form used by Ul-ban. 
I 
2 .2.1 .  Overall  descripti~itt 
Table  1  indicates the  size of the  corpus which was 
analyzed,  as weIl  as the number  and  percentage of descrip-
V,-ve  terms,  i n  each language. 
It will be  seen that Karok  and  Tunica,  with 54. 6% 
n.rJ.ö.  57. 2%  descriptive terme  respectively,  rate higher for 
ov er all descriptivity than Southeastern Pomo ,  with only - 6  -
37. 9%.  Tunica,  the  language  with the  highest descriptivity, 
is also the  language  with the highest percentage  of  com-
pounds,  arguably the most  descriptive of lexical construc-
T~j  on  processes  (by  ' compound '  I  mean  any noun vvhich,  at its 
:!..: i ; ~hest level of analyzability,  consists of a  sequence  of 
el f  t vm  or more  elements  which are  nouns  and,  optionally, 
CJ~_ . j ectives; the  elements themselves  may  be further analyz-
· i~_':·. , :  as  derived verbs,  nouns,  etc. ). 
The  most  frequent  derivational structure in the  two 
1:·' ·'J.guages  with less  compounding,  Karok  and  Se  Pomo,  is de  .... 
verbativization.  This is largely a  product  of the  lack of 
c0mpounds  in the domains  of  implements  and  occupations in 
these  languages,  with non-compounded  instrumental  and 
agentive deverbatives being dominant. 
I  have  added  an additional syntactic structural type 
to  those utilized by Ultan,  'nominalized predication'. 
This type  includes  any structure not  clearly classifiable 
as  one  of the others,  and  was  found  necessary especially 
=_!l  Karok,  which has  numerous  such forms  which are,  in es-
sence,  nominalized full  sentences  (numerous  examples  are 
to be  found  in section 3). 
TABLE  1 
uescriptivity Grading in the  Domains:  Body Parts,  Fauna, 
Flora,  Implements  and Occupations 
Corpus:  520  terms 
#  of Descriptive 
% of Descriptive 
Compounds 
Derivation: 
Denomo 
Deverbo 
Redupo 
Nominalized 
DY),...rI";,..ö--l-';r"\""~ 
Southeastern Pemo 
'l'erms:  197 
Terms:  37.9% 
Formal l'röcesses 
J!.  % 
136  69 .. 0 
61  31 ,,0 
2  1.0 
34  17  .. 3 
13  6.6 
12  6  .. 1 - 7 -
Karok 
Corpus:  663  terms 
'I  üf Descriptive  Terms:  362 
;:  .-:f  Descriptive  Terms:  54.6% 
Redup. 
Nomo  Pred  .. 
Corpus:  654 
Formal I)rocesses 
:{f: 
165 
197 
50 
100 
8 
39 
Tunica 
~ of Descriptive Terms:  374 
'~~  of Descripti  ve  Irerms:  57.2 
Compounds 
Derivation: 
Donom. 
J~;e"iJerb • 
Dom  ..  })red. 
Formal  ~rocesses 
J/: 
304 
70 
50 
16 
4 
~~2 02  ~dy part  terms 
% 
45.6 
54.4 
13.8 
27.6 
2.2 
10.8 
% 
81 . 3 
1807 
13.4 
4.3 
1.1 
In tables 2-4 can be  seen the results of the descriptiv-
ity analysis of body part terms  correlated,  as  in Ultan, 
with formal,  semantic  and  pragmatic  processes.  Generaliza-
tions based  on these  correlations will be  discussed in sec-
tion 2.3.  In this and  the following three  sections  I  will 
describe  several  semantic-syntactic  constructions which are 
characteristic of the various domains  in the  languages under 
discussiono 
More  than half of the descriptive body part terms  in 
Karok  are  compounds.  'I'hese  are all attribute+head construo-- 8  -
tions  where  the attribute identifies  a  location or config-
uration,  and  thehead identifies  a  body part or configura-
tion.  The  location named  as  attribute is itself,  in most 
cases,  a  body part.  Some  illustrative exgmples: 
l~c~t~on +  body part:  ~av?i·s  'cheek'  (~aov  'face' 
-+- ?J,oS  'flesh') 
!~ o.-:: .t j,gp:._ ~smfiguration: atrax?ipan  ' shoulder' 
C.  L· 'i":!.~ ::: ::  I  ::~rm'  +  ?ipan  'end,  top') 
S : j ;;-~ :·.~; . ; ,::~2 -.:. ~·.3tio:~:t  +  body part:  tasvan~ipih  ' shoulder 
blaCe
i  (t~sva.n  'spatula'  +  ?ipih  'bone') 
The  deverbatives describe  the  body part by its function 
or by  a  characteristic activity which falls  short  of func-
tional status (as  in the  second  example  below),  utilizing 
the  'instrument deverbative'  suffix -ara or the  'nomina 
actionis'  suffix -a.  Two 
finger'  (see  section 201) 
(?if- 'to  growl  +  -unih 
examples  are  iksupanac  'index 
and  ?ifuniha  'hair of the head' 
, dQ1,vnward'  +  -a -- "growing down"). 
The  denominatives  are  augmentative  and  diminutive  form-
ations  such as  the  above  'index finger'  and  the  term for 
'thumb',  tikankaom (ti.k  'finger'  +  -an- not identifiable 
+  -ka·m  'augmentative'). 
The  great majority (72%)  of  the descriptive Se  Fomo 
body part  terms  are  compoundso  The  attribute+head patterns 
are  quite  similar to  those described for Karok: 
location +  boqy part:  ?manyosmi  'armpit hair' 
(?manyo  'armpit'  +  smi  'fur,  fuzz') 
body part  +  configuration:  blaykin  'vein,  artery' 
(blay  'blood'  +  kin  'string') 
There  are  also  two  examples  of  a  noun+adjective,  head+attri-
bute construction:  xalcma  'right hand,  arm,  or side'  (xal 
'arm'  +  6ma  'good')  and  bucma  'index finger'  (bu  'finger'). 
These  are  not  form,  function or locationally based terms, 
but derive  from  a  cultural idea.  I  have  set up  a  category 
'cultural association'  for  such terms  which make  culture-- 9  -
TABLE  2 
Karok Body Part  Terms 
Cor~us:  83  Terms  Descriptive  Terms:  21 
C-'f;~all Descriptivity:  25.3% 
0 _-. q  ri  r 
' ..  :  ' .  .: .... l  l  ~ . -'  .t:.  c::'.'  l 'erms 
"-~""" -- --~--"'-'"""- % cf  T.2~tal 
G 
9 
/'0 
6 
3 
1 
3 
2 
7 
1 
4 
6'1.5 
7~2 
3.6 
1 ~ 2 
3~6 
2 ~L~ 
8.4-
1 .. 2 
4 .. 8 
rereentage  Semantic Froeesses  Grades 
Act; _iyj;-:~y  (1  term  = 4.8% of overall deser. ) 
I\)\T"H.'b..  100  N  (1T) 
FCLIfl  ( ?  terms 
C,Jm··)ounds 
= 33.3% 
28.6 
71.4 
of overall deser.) 
1"1  (2T) 
F~l:'2.::>tic·n 
N (5T) 
(6  terms  = 28.6% of overall  deser~) 
33.3 
5·() .0 
/je,  7 
'  '-' 0 
M (2T) 
I  (2T),  N (1T) 
I  (1T) 
~:e .~'ms 
100 
= 33 . 3~ b  of overall  deser~) 
I  ( 2T ),  N (4T), 
'vl  (1T) 
Forma.l  Proeesses 
Compounds 
Derived: 
Denom. 
Deverb. 
N  om.  }-'red. 
Il  -
11 
10 
5 
4 
1 
bemantie Proeesses 
Isomorphie 
netaphor 
}  ~ l.r~ _'~\fing 
.:~ .1.'..c::':1.ng 
JL 
5 
4 
11 
1 
% 
52.4 
47.6 
23.8 
19. 0 
4 . 8 
% 
23. 8 
19. 0 
28.2 
2.6 
1(1T) 
1(1T), 
6( 2T) , 
8(2T) 
1(1
ir), 
G(1T), 
10: : 1T) 
sC 3T) , 
10( 3'r) 
7( 1T) 
7( 1T), 
5(1T) 
8(2T) 
9(1T), - 10  -
Pragmatic Processes 
-11, 
Activity 
Form 
:[l'u!l.ction 
I!ocation 
1 
7 
6 
7 
TABLE  3 
% 
4.8 
33.3 
28.6 
33.3 
;::.'2~:!:.l}~ astern Pomo  Body Part  Terms 
Ce; r::-,1' ~,  <  ';LI  -'erns  Descripti  ve  Terms:  39 
Overall Descriptivity:  34.2% 
G-::'Etde  -f!:  of  Terms  % of Total 
......  ,.,,«"'~  .......  -
0  64  56.1 
"'0  11  9.6 
1  4  3.5 
2  2  1.8 
6  8  7 .. 0 
7  2  1 08 
8  2  1.8 
9  1  0.9 
/10  20  17  .. 5 
Percentage  Semantic  Pro  ces  ses  Grades 
Cu}~t;~~;~2.l Association (2 terms  = 5.1% of overall deser. ) 
Cen')ounds  100  1'-1  (2T)  2  (2T) 
Fo_rrI.i  (S  -:'erms  = 15.4% of overall deser .. ) 
';O::,i)O'lLQS  100  I  (3T),  1'1  (3
Ir) 
;F~1.TL.:_L :- . S;!  ..  (6  terms  =  15.4) '~  of overall deser  ..  ) 
'> ,T .~·CIXD.ds  50  I(2T),  f1(1T) 
50 
IJc _S":1. -t: . ~ ':.'2~!!  (25  terms 
CO"Y"lp.Junds  68 
DC',T3rb..  4 
nom ..  Pred..  24 
Denom..  4 
I(2T),  N(1T) 
= 64.1% of overail deser.) 
I(13T),  N(3T), 
W(1T ) 
N(1T) 
I(1T),  N(5T) 
N(1T) 
Formal Processes 
=#=  % 
Compounds  28  72 
Derived:  11  28 
.. Deverb.  4  10 
NOID ..  I)red.  6  15 
n,,"",-"I""\"'-"'-rn.  -1  7) 
1(3T),  10(3T) 
1(1T),  8(1T), 
10(1T) 
9( 1
Ir),  10(2T) 
6(2T),  7(2T), 
10( 13
1r) 
6(1T) 
6(5T),  10(1T) 
8(1T) - 11  -
Semantie Proeesses 
JI,  % 
Isomorphie  21  53 .. 8 
I'letaphor  6  15  .. 4 
Narrowing  11  28.2 
Widening  1  2 .. 6 
Prag]gatic Processes 
Jb  %  -
Cult.  Assoc.  2  5.1 
J:t'orm  6  15.4 
Funetion  6  15.4 
Loeation  25  64. 1 
TABLE  4 
Tuniea Body Part  Terms 
Cornus:  115  Terms  Deseriptive  Terms:  55 
Overall Deseriptivity:  47. 8% 
Grade  JI,  of Terms  % of Total 
0  46 
*0  15 
6  9 
7  2 
8  16 
~ o  27 
Pereent,age  Semantie Proeesses 
~~ ~~  (-1L~  terms  = 25. 5%  of overall deser. ) 
Ccr:n':"unds  57.1  1(7'1'),  N(1T) 
D8:n.::m..  42. 9  N(6T) 
"--
40  .. 0 
13.0 
7. 8 
1. 7 
13.9 
23.5 
Grades 
6( 1T),  10( 7T) 
6(1T),  8(5T) 
L.ot; D~; ":' · 2n (41  terms  =  74. 5%  of overall deser. ) 
C0l1 ll'''Junds  53. 7  I(  9T),  N( 13T) 
Denom ..  46. 3  I(11T) ,  N(8T) 
Formal Proeesses 
:!/; 
Compounds 
Derlved:  ~g 
Denom.  25 
Semantie Proeesses 
,JJ. 
Isomorphi e  27  -- -
% 
~4 . 5 
5.5 
45  .. 5 
% 
49.1 
6(6'1'),  7(2T), 
8 ( 9T ),  10  (9T) 
6(6T) ,  8(2T), 
10(  11T) - 12  -
Pragmatic Processes 
:fI: 
Form 
Location 
11 
41 
%,.... 
21.2 
78.8 
specif~.~ ,  T·t : .frT3n' ,~es to  s;;mbo1ism,  mythol.ogy,  social struc-
such  as  ? t c'  , n.  t  ",;:i.tJl  t;J:1e  h::ind  as  instrument'  + 
-ta- Ito  touch'  +  -n  labsolutive deverbalizer'  -- "touch 
with the  handli)..  '1'he  forms  classified as  'nominalized pre-
dications'  are  of the  structure  postpo~ition +  body part 
~  (rather than the  expected  reverse order,  with the  sin-
gle  exception of -y,  which is phonologically enclitic,  as 
below).  Two  examples  are  yukinqa  'foreleg of  animal' 
(yukin  'ahead  of,  before'  +  qa  'lower leg');  and  q?oy 
'pa1m'  (q?o  'inner surface of hand'  +  -y  'inside of'). 
Tunica body part  compounds  show  a  diversity of semantic 
types~  including those  cited for Karok  and  Pomo,  but with 
the  order  })()r;.i+ c:ttrj.::mte  ~  'i1here  is a  construction of the  . _  ..............  ~- - ... _ - .............. _  ................ ----
forrr..  0(,3:,;:'  ");;:c't  ;:;.8  .~()CC: I-:-': :; on  +  locative  ad iectival-adverbial  ,.  ,_  .. _  . .... _  .. _ .  _ _  .  _ ___ ___  ._  ._~_________:u  _  , 
semaDviG.)U~r  v~,:;:< . · J \5::,  t;ü  tr: ·~ ;  :::'O:r;~OD ::;;:;t ::'c;:;i  ·c:) on  +  noun  type 
J;~~  • .,  _ ______  ._" 
abov.::..  ..  :'1:';(' ,  e: ;:n:~') ·.',:)C  ::?  __  ' ·~3;  N·;~ ~c:·,s2 ," ilSrlls  'earlobe'  ( - alaweöa 
, ear"  .1 ,'  ' ,,: +"  I  ':.  '  ,;  - i  "~  ".,'!:l"  '-' ''''' 'J  i  ·'0 "  f,'1"P  '\  ~f') '  and  a
l  :.I.kama~  Yl' sa
l  hu  -',J,\.'  '.  ,,~.'  ,L )  C>.,  '.' __  t;;  ~  • .L.l-.,  \.  (~  . () . '  j  LI,  - b 
I four-cb  t,(y) I  (f~s~ a  I toe I  +  mayisahu  Ion the  other side of')  .. 
2. 203  Fauna  and  flora terms 
Of  the five  domains  investigated,  these  exhibit the 
widest  range  of  syntactic  and  semantic  structures in their 
descriptive terms.  This is not  unexpected,  as  these  domains 
lack the functional  semantic unity of  implements  and  occu-
pations,  and  form their descriptions  on the basis of  a  most 
diverse  set of  concepts:  size,  shape,  color,  characteristic 
activity,  characteristic location,  resemblance  to  other 
species,  derived product,  and  all. sorts of cultural asso-- 13  -
eiationso  Tables  5-10  give  the results of  the  analysis. 
Compounds  '..Jhich  are  structur[ülJ sjmilar to Western 
seientifie zoologieal  and botanieal terms  of the  form 
'genus  +  speeies'  are to be  found  in all three  languages. 
The  normal  order in Karok is generie  term  (head)  +  speeifie 
term (modifier),  in Se  Fomo  it is speeifie  +  generic,  and 
in Tuniea it is generie  +  specifie"  On  the basis of  the 
desC':ri.pt j. 'T~.t ;r  oi the  specific term  and  the  generali  ty of 
th.G ge'u8r:i.':-:  ter::a,  on8  cau group  these  compounds  into four 
tTfH':: :;  ~ 
1 e  Y fl. .~ .:I~~t~_  SE()(:i.]§  ..  ....t.~ .!?l'~~8  ...ß~ n~rie - The  speeies  noun 
consists of  a  uniquely occur1.'ing morpheme,  and  the  generic 
term is mor  general than the  speeies term.  Two  examples 
are:  Karok.  apsunpuoFve.na  'gopher  snake'  (apsun  'snake' 
+  -puoF- (specieB)  +  -ve"na  'agentive forming  animal  name 
nouns' );  e '1.d.Tl.j nl. ,:;.a r  slhparletu  'bush bean'  ( sihpari  'bean' 
I , t  (  . ) ,  +  e  u  ~speclA8 ). 
2"  ]2.c:.§,S:d.,'j:Ft2--\i'2.  __ @1~~~iGS  _±....,.~rl~.ge~eric - '.rhe  speeies 
noun is not  uLig,-'.1.8  i n  i t s  occ ~1.rr enc8,  and  forms  a  deserip-
ti  ve  !la:rrcw-ing (s8e  section .3. '; 01)  of the  generic  term" 
EXG.lr.p:Les :  Se  :r'omo"  ?uytina~ay  'large  species of  sunflower' 
(?uy  'eye'  +  tinay  'large (plural)'  +  ~ay 'stick,  wood, 
plant,  slender tree'  -- "Iarge  eyes plant");  and  Karok. 
astahv6 c nanac  'eoot'  (astaoh  'duck'  +  v6"f\  'to ereep, 
crawl,  move  slowly'  +  ... ara  'instrumental deverbative;  + 
-:l.es  'diminutive'  -- "little slow-moving duck"). 
3$  Un~~ue sv.ecies  +  pseudo- generie  - The  generie term 
is alEo  the  name  of another species,  to  which the  species 
here  identified is being compared  as  similar.  Such  a  gen-
erie use  of  a  species term is likely to be  an intermediate 
stage in the process  of  a  speeific  term becoming generie. 
In my  opinion most  such pseudo-generic  terms  are deserip-
tively equivalent  to true generics,  and  not to be  considered 
metaphors.  trwo  examples  are Karok.  sari8  'vine maple' 
(saon  'big Ieaf malle'  +  -i8  (speeies»;  and  Tunica.  yanisi 
'bovine'  (ya  'deer'  +  -nisi (speeies». - 14  -
4~  Descriptive  species  +  pseudo-generic  - Each part 
is as  defined  above.  Examples  are Karok.  k8.Fhi·c·  'alum 
root'  (kaoF  'saxifrage'  +  -hioc  'imitation');  and  Tunica. 
kewista  'honeybee'  (ke  'wasp'  +  wista  'sweet,  tame,  domes-
ticated' ). 
It should be  noted that while these four  structural 
types  are  found  in greatest proliferation in the flora and 
fauna domains,  they are  more  general in their occurrence, 
and playa role in semantic  domains  in many  languages. 
The  last-mentioned type  can be  seen,  for  example,  in the 
Tunica  implement  term  ?usihtasihpu  'fork'  (?usihki  ' spoon' 
+  ta- 'agenti  ve'  +  sihpu  'to stick into'  (the last tv.TO 
elements  forming  a  deverbative  noun)  -- I1piercing spoon"). 
For the  large  number  of flora and  fauna  terms  which 
do  not  follow these patterns it is difficult to generalize. 
Of  the domains  investigated they are  certainly the  source 
of the most  syntactically complex descriptive terms.  The 
greatest complexity is to be  found  in Karok.  A  good  example 
of this (typically metaphorical)  is the  term for  'California 
wood  fern',  ?assak vaotxarakavrÜ·kvutihano  The  term is 
paraphraseable,  roughly,  as  "that which  shouts  down  from 
over the  edge  of  a  rock".  It consists of  a  postpositional 
phrase:  ?asa  'rock,  stone,  earth'  +  - ak  'in,  on,  at', which 
is a  locative adverbial modifying the verb  complex: 
va·txarak  'to  shout'  +  -Ovruk  'down over the  edge  of  some-
thing'  +  -va  'plural action i  +  -Tih  'durative aspect' . 
This  complete  verb  phrase  is then nominalized by the  de-
verbative  suffix -han  'that which  000 1 •  Examples  of  simi-
larly complex terms will be  found  in section 3. - 15  -
TABLE  5 
Karok Fauna Terms 
Oorpus:  205  Terms  Descriptive Terms:  102 
l'vc;ral l  Descriptivity:  49. 8% 
Grade  ;/!  of Terms  % of Total 
0  88  43.0 
*0  15  7.3 
1  25  12.2 
2  4  2.0 
3  1  . 5 
4  8  3.9 
6  35  17.1 
7  14  6.8 
8  12  5.9 
9  1  .5 
10  2  1.0 
Percentage  Semantic Processes  Grade 
Activit~ (30  i  ~:r.ms  =  29.4%  of overall deser. ) 
Oompounds  66.7  N(20T)  6(19T),  7(1T) 
Deverb.  13. 3  I(  1'.(1),  N(3T)  6( 2T) ,  10(2T) 
Nom.  Pred.  20.0  N(6T)  6( 4T) ,  8(2r r) 
Oult.  Assoe.  (14 terms  = 13  .. 7/0  of overall deser. ) 
Oompounds  64. 3  M(7T) ,  N(2T)  1~2T) , 
6  3T) 
4(  4T) , 
Denom.  21 .4  M(3T)  1(3T) 
Nom.  l'red.  14.3  M(2T)  1(2T) 
Form  (44 terms  = 43. 1%  of  overall  deser. )  1(5T),  2(1T), 
Oompounds  50.0  M(5T) ,  N( 15T)  4~1rr5'  6~  4T~ ,  7  4T  ,  8  7T 
Denom.  22. 8  I(  4T) ,  M( 2T) ,  1(5T),  4(1T), 
N(3T) ,  \J( 1T)  6(1T) ,  7( 2T), 
9(1T) 
Deverb.  2. 3  l'1(1T)  2(1T) 
Nom.  Pred.  9.1  l'1(1T
5
,  N(1T)  1(6T),  2(1T), 
W(2T  4(2T),  6(1T) 
Redup.  15.9  I(6T),  W(1T)  1(6T) ,  2(1T) 
Function  (1  term = 1 . 00/0  of overall deser. ) 
Compounds  100  I"161T)  4(1T) 
Locat ion (13  terms  ;::  12. 7/0  of overall deser. ) 
Compounds  53.8  M( 1T) ,  N(6T)  1~  1(r~ ,  7( 5T) , 
8  1T 
Nom d>  Pr ed.  46.2  N(6T)  3(1T) , 
7(2T), 
6( 1T) , 
8(2T) ....  16  -
Formal Proeesses 
JL  -1L.  -
Compounds  59  57. 8 
Derived:  43  42  .. 2 
Denom.  13  12. 7 
Deverbo  5  4 .. 9 
Nom.  lJred.  18  1706 
Redup.  7  6. 9 
Semantie Proeesses 
JI,  01 
...I!..-
Isomorphie  11  10.8 
Metaphor  24  23  .. 5 
Narrowing  62  60. 8 
vJidening  5  4 .. 9 
Pragmatie Proeesses 
JI,  %  - -
Aetivity  30  29  .. 4 
Cult.  Assoe.  14  13. 7 
Form  44  43  .. 1 
Funetion  1  1. 0 
Loeation  13  12. 7 
TABLE  6 
Karok Flora Terms 
Corpus:  219  Terms  Deseriptive Terms:  119 
Overall Deseriptivity:  54. 3% 
Grade 
"" 
of Terms  % of Total 
0  86  39. 3 
*0  14  6.4 
1  29  11 .. 9 
2 
1
4  1. 8 
5  ~  6 : ~ 
I 
6  16  7. 3 
7  5,1  14. 2 
8  15  6. 8 
9  1  .5 
10  10  4 .. 6 -- .-------,--- ---'  - -- --.- ~--_  .. 
Cultural  Assc'~~ · u  •  _ _  a , 
Co  LJ P  (j  l~~;.}.(l s 
Dencm." 
- 17  -
(~q terms  ,  .' 
r;-:z.  7  (  .,1  0 
1()·,5 
5  ~ ~:; 
Semantie Proeesses 
IJf(  ,"  n  ~"  )  .......  ~-:;  , 
vJ(  -'1'1  )  .  / 
1':( ~,'f1 '\ 
--\---- / 
of overall 
N( 3T) , 
Grades 
deser.) 
1(3T), 
Lj.( 7"2) , 
9( 1'f) 
6(2T) 
4(1T) 
1(2T) 
2( 1T) , 
6( 2T) , 
Form.  ('70  t or lL ':;=  ~<3 , i1> o:f  o'JeT'all d.eseriptivity) 
Compounds 
Denom. 
Deverb. 
Nom ~  Pred. 
Redup .. 
De"J e~~b " 
NOID  c  }'r'.;d" 
28.6 
5.7 
I :: 13'.1),  II( 17'1') , 
N(9'r),  'VJ(4T) 
M(15T),  N(5T) 
I(1T),  M(1T),  N(1T) 
I(-:})  ~ 
1': ( 1r;:) 
N(1T) 
Loe2.t12I!:  (20  terms  =::  1E:.~C3!~  (.1'  oV'erall deser. ) 
Compounds  30  .. 0  I ( 2'r ),  N( 4T) 
Nom.  Pred.  70 .0  M(1T),  N(13T) 
Produet  (6  terms  = 5. 0% 
Compounds  83. 3 
Deverb..  16.7 
of overall deser. ) 
I(1T),  N(3T),  W(1T) 
N(1T) 
1 ( 1 OT ),  2 ( 1 T) , 
4(er),  5(1T), 
6(1T)  8(3T) 
10(8T)  • 
1 (2T),  2( 1T) , 
6( 7T),  7( 4T) ~ 
8(5T),  10(1T) 
1(1T),  6(2T) 
1(1T),  8(1T) 
1(1T) 
6(1T),  10(1T) 
7(1T) 
1(1T),  7(3T), 
8(1T) 
1(1T)~  5(1T)~ 
7(11T),  8(1T) 
7(3T),  8(2T) 
7(1T) 
PrOdlJet/Locati on  ( 1  t8rm  =  .J:~ ' ;  cf overall deser. )  _._ - ,,_  _"e.---.~ '  ..  " .........  4 ·  ", 
Lcm.  :r:·i-"~1..1.1  ::)()  ()  1"  ( ,.!: ')  6( 1 T) 
C  ()'C".T'G une,  S 
~k ri.v8d  ; 
D0n . () :C. ~ 
Hom"  J:red  .. 
Redup. 
63 
5'1 
22 
8 
20 
1 
57  .. 1 
4209 
18.5 
6.7 
16.8 
. 8 - 18 -
Semantie ]?rooesses 
.L  % 
Isomorphie  18  15. 1 
MetaDhor  52  43. 7 
Narrowing  43  36.1 
Widening  6  5. 0 
Pragmntie Proeesses 
,Jb  % 
Cult  ..  Assoe.  19  16. 0 
Form  70  58.8 
Funetion  3  2. 5 
Loeation  20  16. 8 
Produet  6  5. 0 
Prod./Loeo  1  08 
TABLE  7 
boutheastern Pomo  Fauna Terms 
Oorpus:  172  Terms  Deseripti ve  Terms:  48 
Overall Deseriptivity:  27. 9% 
Grade  :!!  of Terms  ~d  of Total 
0  114  66. 3 
*0  10  5. 8 
1  19  11 .. 0 
2  1  . 6 
3  1  .6 
5  1  .6 
6  2  1 .. 2 
7  7  4 . 1 
8  10  5.8 
9  1  . 6 
10  6  3. 5 
Pereentage  Semantie Proeesses  Grade 
Aetivity (6  terms  =  12  .. 5~b of overall deser.) 
Oompounds 
Nom.  Pred. 
33.3 
66. 7 
N(2T) 
N(4T) 
7(2T) 
3(1T),  7(1T) , 
8(2T) 
Cult.  Assoe.  (3  terms  = 
Compounds  100 
6 . 3%  of overall deser. ) 
M(2T),  N(1T)  1(2T),  6(1T) 
Form  (34 terms  = 70. 8%  of overall deser. ) 
Compounds  55. 9  I(9T) ,  M(4T), 
N(5T),  \vC 1T) }Jereent  age 
Form 
Deverb ..  2. 9 
Nom.  J?red.  5. 9 
Hedup.  35. 3 
- 19  -
Bemantie Proeesses 
N(1T) 
N( 1T) ,  w( 1
ir) 
I(10T),  V J(2T) 
=  10. 4%  of overall deser. ) 
Grade 
1(1T) 
2(1T),  8(1T) 
1(10T),  2(1T), 
8(1T) 
Loeation (5  terms 
Compounds  100  I(2T),  N(3T)  6(1T),  7(3T), 
8(1T) 
Formal Proeesses 
:/k 
Compounds 
Derived: 
Deverb. 
Nom.  Pred. 
Redup. 
-
29 
19 
6 
1 
12 
Semantie Proeesses 
.JL 
Isomorphie  21 
Metaphor  6 
Narrowing  17 
\videning  4 
Pragmatie Proeesses 
./J, 
Aetivity 
Cult.  Assoe. 
Form 
Loeation 
6 
3 
34 
5 
TABLE  8 
% 
60.,4 
39. 6 
1205 
2. 1 
25.0 
% 
43. 8 
12  .. 5 
35.4 
8. 3 
% 
12. 5 
6. 3 
70.8 
10.4 
Southeastern Pomo  Flora Terms 
Oorpus:  91  Terms  Deseriptive  Terms:  37 
Overall Deseriptivity:  40 . ?~ 
Grade  JI,  ofTerms  % of Total  , 
0  53  58. 2 
*0  1  1. 1 
1  1  1. 1 
4  3  3.3 
5  4  4 1. 4-
7  1  1. 1 
8  10  11 .0 
10  18  19. 8 - 20  -
rercentage  Semantic Processes 
Cult.  Assoc.  (1  term  ==  2 . 7~b  of overall descr. ) 
100 
Le : ' -' ;r~ }  :=: 1 ~; -, 5:';  of  overall descro) 
100  I(3T),  N(2T) 
~:~~cr+ :~:h~!l  (2  terms  =  5 0 4%  of overall descrip. ) 
Compounds  100  I(2T) 
LE:~~?-;3..c.:t (6 terms  =  16.2% of overall descr.) 
Compounds  100  I(4T),  N(1T),  W(1T) 
Formal Processes 
Compounds 
Hedup. 
:P: 
36 
1 
Semantic Processes 
_..--..  .... ~---------, 
I  8.J .:n . C~Tl~ i"" : :i.c 
I  j ~ ~; -t:  ~.  ~  ~~!.  '.)  7} 
l~' cl r .·~ · ~:·~ , l  ~ ~  r:. ~ . ~ ~ 
Hido:ii n; .:; 
2· 4-
l~ 
6 
3 
Fr~V1 qtic ?rocesses 
,JJ: 
Cult.  Assoc. 
Form 
Function 
Location 
Product 
1 
23 
5 
2 
6 
% 
64. 9 
10. 8 
16. 2 
8. 1 
% 
2 . 7 
62  .. 2 
13. 5 
5 .4 
1602 
Grade 
8( 1':1:) 
1(1T),  4~2T), 
5(3'0,  7~1T), 
~)( 3-['),  10( 12T) 
5(1T) 
8(2T),  10(3T) 
8(2T) 
4(1T,  8(2T), 
10(3T) - 21  -
TABLE  9 
Tunica Fauna  Terms 
CJrpus:  254  Terms  Descriptive  Terms:  129 
Overall Descriptivity:  50.8% 
Grade  :Il:  of  Terms  % of Total  ----
0  90  35  .. 4 
*0  35  13  .. 8 
1  8  3.2 
2  4  106 
3  1  04 
4  3  102 
6  13  5 .. 1 
7  13  501 
8  75  29. 5 
9  1  .4 
10  11  4.3 
P  c~:r;"~: _ ::.~)~~Q~  Semantic Pro  ces  ses  Grade 
Activitl (7 terms  ==  5.4% of overall descr.) 
Compounds  85. 7  l'1(1T) ,  N(5T)  1~1T~,  6(2T) . 
8  3T 
Nom.  Predo  14.3  N(1T)  8(1T) 
Cult.  Assoc.  (16  terms  ==  1204%  of overall deser.) 
Compounds 
Nom.  Pred. 
Form  (87 terms  = 
Compounds 
Nom.  Pred  • 
9308  I vre  8T) ,  N(7T) 
6 . 2  H(1T) 
67. 4%  of overall descr. ) 
77 ~ 0  I(10T),  l'1(5T) , 
N(52T) 
20. 7  l(1T),  N(16T), 
W(1T) 
203  N(2'r) 
.  Location (18 terms  =  14 ~ 0% of overal descr  .. ) 
Compounds  100 
(1  term 
100 
N(18T) 
=  . 8%  of overall descr. ) 
H( 1'r) 
1~6T~,  3~  1T  ~ ,  4  1T  ,  7  1T  , 
8(6T) 
8(1T) 
1(1
Ir),4(2T), 
6~4T)~  7(2T)~ 
8,- 45T )  ~  9 ( 1  T ) , 
10( 10T) 
6(1T)~ 8(16T), 
10(1Tj 
2(2T) 
6(5T) ,  7(10T), 
8(3T) 
6(1T) - 22  -
Formal Processes 
Compounds 
Derived: 
Denom  .. 
Nom ..  I)red  .. 
:(I: 
107 
22 
18 
4 
bemantie Processes 
J!,  -
Isomorphie  11 
I"Ietaphor  14 
Narrowing  103 
\videning  1 
Pragmatie Processes 
% 
83,,0 
17.0 
1369 
3  .. 1 
% 
8 .. 5 
10.9 
79  .. 8 
.8 
J!,  % 
Aetivity 
Cult.  Assoe. 
Form 
Loeation 
Loe./Aet. 
7 
16 
87 
18 
1 
TABLE  10 
Tunida Flora Terms 
5  .. 4 
12.4 
67.4 
14.0 
.8 
Corpus:  162  Terms  Deseriptive  Terms:  93 
Overall Deseripti  vi  ty:  57  .4~ 'b 
Grade  :/J:  öf  Terms  c' 
/0  of Total 
0  50  30.9 
*t)  19  11.7 
1  3  1.9 
2  2  1.2 
4  9  5.6 
6  11  6.8 
7  2  1.2 
8  56  34.6 
10  10  6 .. 2 
Semantie Processes  Grade  Pereentage 
Cult.  Assoe.  (10 terms  = 10.8ib of overcül deser.) 
Compounds  100  M(6T),  N(4T)  1(1T),  4(5T), 
6(1T),  8(3T) 
Form  (75  terms  = 
Compounds 
80.6% of overall deser.) 
94.7  I(11T),  M(6T), 
N(53T),  W(1T) 
1(2T),  2(2T), 
4(3T)  6(7T), 
8 ( 47T),  10  ( 10T ) - 23  -
Pereentage  Semantic  Proeesses 
Form 
Denom.  lT(4T) 
Loeation  (3  terms  = 3.2% of overall deser.) 
Compounds  100  N(3T) 
:Produet  (5  terms  = 5  .. 4%  of overall aeser. ) 
Compounds  100  I'I( 1T),  N(3T), 
I(1T) 
Formal Processes 
:1/= 
Compounds  89 
Derived:  4 
Denom.  4 
Semantie Pröeesses 
:!k 
Isomorphie  12 
Metaphor  13 
Narrowing  67 
Widening  1 
J?ragmatie  Proeesses 
:/1= 
Cult.  Assoe.  10 
Form  75 
Location  3 
Produet  5 
2 .. 2.4 .  Implement  terms 
% 
95.7 
4 . 3 
4 . 3 
_% 
12. 9 
14.0 
72 .. 0 
1.0 
16 
10.8 
80.6 
3.2 
5.4 
Grade 
8(4T) 
6(1T),  7(2T) 
4(1T),  6(2T) 
8(2T) 
Tables  11- 13  give  the  results of  my  analysis  of  impl e-
ment  terms in the three  languages.  Additional data from 
Hungarian has  been eited,  but the  domain has  not  been anal-
yzed  as  a  whöle;  so  results  have  not been tabulated  (-for 
an analysis of Hungarian implement  terms,  and  another des-
eriptivity scale,  see Katz  1975). 
As  would  be  expeeted  from the notion of  'implement ' , 
the great majority of terms  in all four  languages  are  func-- 24  -
tion-oriented deverbatives,  some  in compounds,  some  noto 
Bome  examples  of non-compound  forms  are:  Hungariano  reszelö 
'file'  (reszel- 'to file'  +  -ö  'deverbative');  Karok. 
ikti"nara  'cnne'  (iktiona  'to vvalk  with a  cane'  +  -ara 
'inr;-t;2<l11J.ental  deverbati  ve'  +  -a  'nomina actionis');  Se  Pomo 0 
~_,_i~: (·):-::r' . · _ i1- . ". ,. +",f':''''t' L·_ '' '  ! ~l.,"';-J-3.-r'  (  .... rl!  ......... t;  'to  St~ll,.,Yl'  +  redupll'catl'on 
_ '.  J_  . '  c'  t~",_. ,~ · .e  ,.b t.:."  .. - ,'_'CUlJ. 
Thc  l 'lliC:';'3.GE;s  vary in the  semantic  explicitness of the 
deverbati  7e  eIer" 2nt  used in these  constructions  0  In Hungar-
ian the  element  ~ o  rv  -ö  is both a  .gerundive  and  a  general 
deverbalizer,  hclving  an  agenti  ve  meaning in occupation 
nouns  (tonit+o  'teacher' ),  an instrumental meaning in im-
plement  nouns  (as  above),  thc meaning  'location of action' 
(ebedlö  'dining room'  from  ebedel- 'to eat dinner'),  and 
that of  'nomina actionis i  (talalkozo  'a meeting'  from 
talalkoz  'to meet,  encounter').  The  Southeastern Porno 
suffix -ID  has  a  definite  instrumental meaning,  but  Can  also 
indicate the  location of an action,  as  in ~okaletabackickim 
'train depot'  (xo  'fire'  + kaleta  'wagon'  =  'train'  +  ba 
o 
'topic'  +  cki  'to stop'  +  reduplication  'iterative'  +  -m 
"place where  trains  stop repeatedly"). 
The  compounds  can be  classified according to the  degree 
to which the  action associated with the  implement  is describedt 
1 .  l!9n-fw;lCtiön1jl..1  ~ Such  cqmpöunds  describe  form,  cul~ 
tural associations,  etd~  Examples  are Karoko  ?ararassa.k 
'arrowhead'  (?~ra9ra Ihdian,  human beingl  + saok  i flint , 
arrowhead,  bullet'  ... l.o.  li Indian bullet  ")  and  Se  Pomo  io  xaylto 
'pipe  fo~  ~moking'  (~~y  ;~dod,  stibk'  + 10  iegg '  .- ~stick 
with an  egg"). 
2.  Functional non-deverbative  - These  are  cofupounds 
lacking a  deverbative  noun,  but  where  the head  noun is im-
plicitly associable with an action or process.  Examples 
are Karok.  ?isaha?asip  'bucket'  (?isahh  'water'  +  ?asip 
'bowl,  basket,  vessel')i  Tunicao  rihkusikuri  'sword'  (rihku - 25  -
twood'  +  sikuri  'knife'  - here  the  normal  Tunica  order of 
head+attribute is apparontly reversed);  and  Hungarian. 
kerteszollo  'pruning shears'  (kert  'garden'  +  -esz  'denom-
inative'  ~  'gardener'  +  0116  'shears')e 
3a  OQi~~t  +_d~~2yb~tive - with the first noun  speci-
fyine::  t'r,-O  o"t'jeet  of'  the  action specified by the  secondo 
.,....  '1  .  .,  i  1T  k  . v  "  'I f  .  .  ß:XOIllY:  .c.:  ·: . l~ . ': ..  l.1K  0:  L>.aro  ..  lspukasupravara  sca es  or welgh-
in~~ . ;  ::·T·.;.J!  (.L sT,:u.ka  I gold'  +  suprav 'to  measure  (weight/vol-
UL8) l l····i"T iJ.  ) i.nstrumental'  + -a 'nom.  actionis');  Se  Pomo 
I (ü'ill'  (~ay  'wood,  stick'  +  ba  'topic'  + 
dudJhJ'-'  1-:;0  d:r.'ill'  +  -m  'instr. or location deverb. ' ) ;  and 
TuniGG..  p{.lnatürahpani  'racquet,  ball stick'  (puna  'ball'  + 
ta- 'agentive'  +  r8.hpa  'to  strike,  to play ball with  a  rac-
quet'  +  -ni  ' causative  thomatic  suffix'). 
4 0  12S?ver.:.12.::Jz iY2.  .. + . imnleJIlent  - In this construction the 
deverbativ.:;  f 'J r't;}1,- ~ r:1 . 1.< ~ . i::-,:.its  the  action of the  implement  .. 
It doos  not  se8ffi  to  ooeur in Se  Pomo  or Karok.  Some  ex-
amples  are:  HUL ~ -;cn ~ic::.n.  egyengetö  kalapacs  'planing hammer' 
(egyenget  'to p12ne'  +  -ö  'deverb.'  +  kalapacs  'hammer' ) 
and  Tunica.  tasihputas~ 'fork'  (ta.- 'agentive'  +  sihpu 
'to stick into'  ~ ' fork'  +  ta- +  saku  'to  eat'  -- lIeating 
fork
l1
:  herD  again,  the  implement  term precedes,  being the 
head  of  the  construction)e 
TABLE  11 
Karok  Implement  Ter~ 
Corpus:  131  Terms  Descriptive  Terms:  99 
Overall Descriptivity~  75 .. 61b 
Grade  !J,  of  Terms  % of  To.tal 
0  24  18  .. 3 
*0  8  6.1 
1  2  105 
6  22  16.8 
7  9  6.9 
8  62  47  .. 3 
10  4  301 - 26  -
Percentage  Semantic Processes  Grade 
Activity (1  term = 1.0-;'0 of overall descro) 
Deverb.  100  N(1T)  6(1T) 
Cult.  Assoc.  (2  terms  =  2.0%  of overall descro) 
Compounds  100  N(2T)  10(2T) 
Form  (14  terms  = 14.1% 01'  overall descro) 
Compounds  21.4  I(1T),  N(2T)  1(1T),  8(2T) 
Denom.  64.3  N(9T)  6( 1T),  7(8T) 
Deverb.  14 ~ 3  N(2T)  6(2T) 
Function (82  terms  ==  82.8%  of overall descrip. ) 
Compounds  2007  I(1T) ,  N(16T)  6~1T),  7(1'r), 
8  13T) ,  10(2T) 
Denom.  1.2  N(1T)  1(1T) 
Deverb.  7800  N(64T)  6(17)  ,  8(47T) 
Formal Processes 
:/!=  % 
Compounds  22  22.2 
Derived:  77  77.8 
Denom.  10  10.1 
Deverb"  67  67.7 
Semantic Processes 
,Jk  % 
Isomorphic  2  2.0 
Narrowing  97  98.0 
l)raß!!!atic  Processes 
Jb  % 
Activity  1  1.0 
Cult.  Assoc.  2  2.0 
Form  14  14  .. 1 
Function  82  82.8 - 27 
TABLE  12 
Southeastern Pomo  Implement  Terms 
Corpus:  112  Terms  Deseriptive  Terms:  51 
Overall Deseriptivity:  45  .. 5% 
Grade  :!b  of  Terms  % of Total 
0  60 
*0  1 
4  1 
5  2 
6  3 
7  6 
8  23 
9  3 
10  13 
Pereentage  Semantie Proeesses 
Form  (11  terms  = 21%  of overall deser.) 
Compounds  72.7  I(4T) ,  N(4T) 
Nom.  Pred  ..  27.3  I(3T) 
Funetion  (38  terms  =  74.5% of overall deser.) 
Compounds  63.2  I(8T) ,  N(14T), 
W(2T) 
Deverb. 
Nom.  Pred.  2.6 
I (4
fr);  N(9T) 
I(1T) 
Loeation (2  terms  =  3 .. 9/~  of overall deser. ) 
Deverb.  50. 0  I(1T) 
Nom.  Predo  50.0  I(1T) 
Formal Proeesses 
Jl,  .1L  --
Compounds  32  62.7 
Derived:  19  37.3 
Deverb.  14  27  .. 5 
Nom.  Pred.  5  9 . 8 
8emantie  Proeesses 
Jl,  % 
Isomorphie  22  43. 1 
N  arro1,v"ing  27  52.9 
vlidening  2  3 . 9 
5306 
.9 
. 9 
1.8 
2. 7 
5 .. 4 
20.5 
2.7 
11. 6 
Grades 
4(1T),  5(2T), 
6(1T),  7(1T). 
10(3T) 
8(3T) 
6(2T)  7(1T), 
8(11T),  9(2T), 
10(8T) 
7(2T),  8(9T)  ~ 
9( 1T),  10( 1T) 
7(1T) 
8(1T) 
8(1T) - 28  -
Pragmatie ?roeesses 
:JI: 
Form 
Funetion 
Loeation 
11 
38 
2 
T.ii.BLE  13 
Iun:!.ca  Implement  Terms 
.:L 
21 .. 6 
74  .. 5 
3.9 
':06  l '.::;rEls  Descriptive:  'L ;:CnJB;  84 
Overall Deseriptivity:  79.2% 
GJ"ade  !l.  of Terms  % of 
- ~---
0  18 
*0  4 
1  1 
6  2 
8  72 
10  9 
Pereentage  Semantie rroeesses 
'.):.:..  (20  terms  =  23  .. 8%  of overall de ser  ..  ) 
~:.  , , _o ' ~nds  95.0  ~~~~5'  N( 10T), 
5.0  Ie 1T) 
-:'-'.L., -1..  jJ '''~  (6L:- t e::;-:,ms  =  76  .. 2~b  of overall deser. ) 
79. 7 
20  .. 3 
Formal 
Compounds 
Derived: 
Denom. 
Deverb. 
Semantie 
IsomorDhic 
Narrovvlng 
vJidening 
N(51T) 
N(13T) 
Processes  ,. 
:JI: 
70 
14 
1 
13 
Proeesses 
11: 
9 
74 
1 
% 
83. 3 
16. 7 
1.2 
15  .. 5 
% 
1007 
88.1 
1.2 
T.otal 
17,,0 
3,8 
.9 
1.,9 
67. 9 
8. 5 
6 1'  :" rr',"  >B(49T)  ,  . .::.  J.  J ,  l 
8(~T) ".  .~  r:' 
.  i:':, ~.) .t 
- 29  -
Pragmatic Processes 
Form 
Function 
:  ~c~',,)2ti .on t erms 
:/l:  ?0 
20 
64 
23.8 
76.2 
:; n  t ~ ).e  traditioIlr  .. l  societies -w.tlero  these  languC'cges  v/ere 
sIv'k0:1o  11any  of  these  terms  name  ritual and  religious 
"'.s  in the  case  of  implements,  this is  a  strongly func-
tion-.. oriented domain,  with descriptive  terms  consisting al-
mos~ entirely of deverbative nouns  and  compounds,  the  head 
of  , ' h~ . ch is usually a  deverbative.  To  form  these deverba-
t5 vc ,'  'PuDica utilizes the  same  prefix as  for  imp:: emmJ.ts, 
td- ; ,,~"Y::;  i:a.rok  and  Se  Pomo  have  specific  agentiv-c  affixes: 
_.;4 . il  :i n  Kc,L::'ok,  and  in Se  Pomo  either the pr\3fix  ?a,  .. ,  the 
S:.;~:- · ;.X  '-;11 ,  or -wi,  which is the  'human  sing'.::.J.ar!  gSY.'lder-
Yl,J, ~ 'tc'.?'  ~~T.ffix.  Bome  examples  of deverbati  V3S  fo Tl ow: 
1":,'1.r~):r.: ~  i.n;:~ipa.vD..n  I priest( ess)  of world  renew~.ü  ceremony' 
(?j,. p  fto  return'  +  riPa o  'to  out  of water or fire'  + 
-V,l  ; ''Jlural action'  +  -aln  'agenti  ve'  -- 11 one  who  has  re-
turn2c1  from  out  of water or fire");  Se  Pomo.  ?ablto  'dreamer 
s hai11 an  ,  ( ? a- 'agent'  +  blto- 'to speak');  and  Tunica. 
I 
tahara  'singer'  (ta- 'agent'  +  hara  'to sing'). 
In some  compounds  the  attributive noun specifies the 
agent  of the  occup~tion~  aS ,in Tunica ?6nitanira  'thief' 
(?6ni  'personl  +  t~~  'agent'  +  nira  'to steal'), but most 
spe-cify the  object  of the  adt{on of  the deverbative  head 
noun:  Karok.  ?ux?asiyeosrihvaen  jbartend~r'  (:ux?a.s 
'liquor'  +  iye-sriohva , ito  sell'  +  ~a·n iagent')i  Se  Porno. 
•  .  .  1  j 
papel  ?yiqkal  'teacher'  (papel  'paper'  +  ?yi + q- 'causa~ 
tive'  =  'to  sho1tv,  teach'  +  -k- 'inchoative aspect'  +  -al - 30-
'agent');  Be  ~omo.  cakuqal  'carpenter'  (ca  'house'  +  -ku-
'to build'  +  -q- 'causative'  +  -al);  and  Tunicao 
hU.D1cTstahE ra  'koeper  of  8.  fRst'  (hfunara  'fast'  +  ta- +  hera 
} ',:  ~i J~ ' :"). --=  ~ ..  ~  ::.  ·.;~1  :;("1 ti  () 1'1  1'e  I~n: s  W.,_.o_  .... _ .... __  .~ .~  • •.  ....-....- ........ ~_  .... ___ .... , .... -_ 
:;)(3s(?ri',itive Terms:  21 
o 
*0 
4 
6 
8 
10 
2 
2 
1 
17 
2 
1 
~ ' ,;  cf Total 
Semantic }rocess 
8 .. 0 
8. 0 
4.0 
6800 
8. 0 
4.0 
Grade 
}l'un9,.!.:\().D- (20  terms  =  95 . 25~  of overall descro) 
Ccmpounds  20  Ne 4I.r) 
Dei/erb  ~  80  IC /Fr),  N(15T) 
6( 2T), 
4(1T) 
"IO( 1T  ~ 
t erm  L~.8;~  0: overall descr.) 
Compoun:is 
ConlJJI:' l~. ::-·.Ji [.' 
D (;?:.·\': '~( · 
Dov . ~ ro  " 
~' ('lm)  l' \  .L 
5 
16 
16 
8o~antic ~rocesses 
Isomorphie 
Narro",-ing 
,/f 
1 
20 
i 'ra~Rtic Processes 
A 
:B'unction 
Cult.  Assoc. 
20 
1 
(' I 
.2..-
23.6 
76  .. 2 
76.2 
% 
4. 8 
95.2 
6(1T) 
8(2T) 
6( 14T), - 31  -
TABLE  15 
80.utheastern Pomo  Oeeupation. TGrms 
Corpus:  31  :~e :~:lT~8  DGE',er:l.rti  ve  Terms:  22 
C·-',-'·~.d . 'J 
,~ 
v 
*0 
7 
8 
9 
10 
(j-'7('!rr:'  .. J.l  De  s:~~ripti  vi  ty:  71~~ 
n 
( 
2 
5 
12 
1 
4 
22  ~~, 
~~ '" 5 
16"  '1 
3[s ~ '? 
302 
12.9 
Semantie Proeesses 
100  I(1T) 
FuT':; L-.i.O.tl  (21  terms  =  95.4~ ·o  of overall deser. ) 
_  . ......  "'-·  .... . Ol  •• •  ·. _ .......... ....  ~ 
Ccn.-)Gunds  47.6  I(  3T),  N( 6T), 
1;J( --IT) 
Denom  .. 
Doverbo 
4.B 
47  .. 6 
Formal 
Compounds 
Dcri\T(:d : 
Dcr.l-,'tlo 
Doverbo 
Somantie 
Isomorphie 
Narrcl,·,ing 
Vlid,Jning 
Pragmatic 
J?orm 
Function 
I(1T) 
N(10T) 
Proeesses 
JL 
""" 
11 
11 
1 
10 
l'roeesses 
~ 
5 
16 
1 
Processes 
:/!= 
1 
21 
% 
5000 
50. 0 
4·.5 
45  .. 5 
% 
22 .. 7 
72.7 
4.6 
% 
4.6 
95.5 
Grades 
9(1T) 
~~(~.f)  B( 4T ) , 
10(1T) 
7(2T),  BeBT) - 32  -
TABLE  16 
Tuniea  Oeeupa~ion Terms 
Corpus:  17  Terms  Deseriptive Terms:  13 
Overall Deseriptivity:  76 . 5~ 
Grade 
'"' 
of  Terms  !~  of Total ·  - ---
0  4  2305 
1  1  5. 9 
6  1  5. 9 
8  10  58. 8 
10 .  1  509 
Pereentage  Semantie  Proeesses  Grades 
Cult.  Assoe  ..  (2  terms  ==  1504%  of overall deser. ) 
Denom ..  100  M(1T) ,  N(1T)  1(1T),  8(1T)  ,. 
Form  (1  term  ==  7. 7%  of overall deser. ) 
Compounds  100  N(1T)  6(1T) 
Funetion (10  terms  ==  76.9;6 of overall deser. ) 
Compounds  70. 0  I( 1'r),  N(6T)  8( 6T) ,  10(1T) 
Deverb.  30.0  N(3T)  8(3T) 
]'ormal Proeesses 
Jl,  %  -
Compounds  8  61 . 5 
Derived:  5  38.5 
Denom.  2  15.4 
Deverb o  3  23. 1 
Semantie  l:'rocesses 
,y,  % 
Isomorphie  1  7. 7 
Metaphör  1  7. 7 
Narrowing  11  23 .. 1 
Pragmatie  IJrocesses 
,y,  % 
Cult.  Assoe.  2  15.4 
Form  '1  7  .. 7 
lt'unetion  10  76.9 - 33  -
2.3.  Generalizations 
2.3.1  Further tests of Ultan's generalizations 
Ultan makes  a  number  of  general  statements correlating 
various  aspects of descriptivity grading.  Some  of these 
are  specific to body part  terms,  others  can be  applied more 
widely.  In this section I  will t est these  generalizations 
against the further data which  I  have  collected  and  analyzed. 
In Ultan (1975:  page  14)  four  groupings  of Finnish 
body part terms  are  se.t  up ,  partiallyon the basis of aver-
age  descriptivity.  I  have  looked  at the  group  consisting 
of  the most  highly  descri~tive body parts,  comprised  of 
the  eyes,  fingers,  reproductive  systems  and  skeletal system, 
and  at the  group  of least descriptive body parts,  including 
the  torso  (other than butt) ,  the  circulatory system,  the 
face  (other than eyes),  the  hands  (other than fingers),  and 
the  nose,  in order to  see if the Finnish pattern is found 
in other l anguages,  as  a  result of the most  descriptive 
terms being,  in Ultan' s  words,  "particularly essential  and 
physiologically specialized"  and  "visually well-defined 
forming clear-cut  complexes" . 
I rhe  average descriptivity grade for  each of these 
body areas is tabulated below: 
TABLE  17 
Body Area Average  De,scriptivity 
Karok  Se  Pomo  Tunica  ----
, 
eye  0  5. 3  5.6 
finger  5  .. 9  0.4  7. 5 
reprod.  1.5  1.4  3. 3 
skeletal  2.9  5.8  0 
torso  1. 1  1. 5  2.2 
circul.  4 .. 3  2. 5  0 
face  1.6  1. 0  202 
nose  0  0  5.0 
hand  0.2  4. 0  5.0 - 34  -
As  ean be  seen,  the  terms with the  highest deserip-
tivity in Karok  are  the fingers,  eireulatory system  and 
skeletal  sy~tem, in Se  Pomo,  the  eye,  skeletal system, 
hand  and  eireulatory system,  and  in 1'uniea,  the fingers, 
eye,  nose,  and  hand.  Thus,  approximately one-third of the 
~. '~ 
eas~s do  not verify Ultan's observation.  However,  if the 
-grades  for the  highest  group  and  for the  lowest  group  are 
averaged,  respeetively,  the  high group  shows  a  signifieantly 
higher average  than the  low  group  in all three  languages: 
In Karok  2.6  to  104,  in Se  Pomo  3. 2  to  1.8  and in Tuniea 
4 .. 1  to  2.9.  'rhere is,  thus,  a  weak  eorrelation. 
Further,  Ultan found  that in his  sampIe  of body part 
terms  in six languages;  "Form-motivated terms  are  more  in 
evidenee  than either funetion- or loeation-motivated terms. !! 
(1976,  page  14),  with Freneh exeeptionally having slightly 
more  loeation-motivated  terms.  This  exeeption is the  rule 
in my  sampIe  of body part terms:  Karok  has  as many  loeation 
terms  as  form  terms,  339~  of the  domain in both eases. 
Se  Pomo  has  64% loeation- ,  and  only 15%  form-motivation, 
and  Tuniea,  79 '~b  loeation and  21,-b  form.  From  this  combined 
sampIe  of nine  languages it would  thus  seem  that descrip-
tion by loeation is about  as likely for body part terms  as 
deseription by form. 
With respeet  to  the  general predominance  of  formal 
processes ,  Ultan states that  "Nonderi  vational  eonstruetions 
(compounds  and  noun phrases)  account  for the greatest  num-
ber of deseriptive  terms  .. !!  (1976:11).  As  ean be  seen in 
table1, this holds  true for my  corpus  as  a  whole,  and is 
viol ated only by Karok. 
Finally,  Ultan proposes  a  direct link between pragma-
tic processes  and  degree  of descriptivity (1976:  16f. ) . 
He  classifies the various pragmatie  processes  on the basis 
of  a  'static- dynamic  dimension'  and  states that "ceteris 
paribus,  terms  denoting static concepts will be  more  des-
criptive than those used to designate dynamic  concepts." - 35  -
.} 
Considering form,  location and  cultural association 
to be  static,  and  function  and  activity to be  dyna~ic  '"  .. L 
ha'IG  arrived at the following figures,  giving first  --";:}:lO 
rr~i.:; :< c  and  then the  average descriptivity of  static  at~cl 
d~!-:'·;,I C i c  doscriptivity terms  in a  domain in a  givell  . c' :··r}:.Gl:;::e: 
TABLE  18 
static  :/1:  static ave  0  dynamu  JI,  dynam~  ave. 
Karok  14  7 .. 6  7  5  .. 6  Bod.;y  :parts 
Se  I'omo  31  7.8  6  8.0' 
Tunica  55  8 .. 6  0 
Fauna  Karok  57  3. 5  31  6 .. 4 
Se  Pomo  39  4.7  6  6 .. 7 
Tunica  105  6 . 1  7  6a4 
F  1.::-. ra  Karok  90  4.7  3  '?~7 
Se  Pomo  25  7.8  5  9,,2 
Tunica  78  7.5  0 
Implements  Karok  14  6.5  83  '7,,5 
Se  Pomo  13  5.6  38  8 ~ 3 
Tunica  20  8.6  64  709 
Occupations  Karok  0  20  603 
Se  Porno  1  900  21  8 .. 1 
I runica  1  6DO  10  8. 2 
Disa110wing those  corpora lacking either static or 
dyn<l!'lic  terms  (Tuniea body parts  and flora  and Karok  oncu-
pn..-i::;ion.s)  as  woll  as  those  cases with too  small  a  s8.rrrpl:  of 
one  or the  other (Karok flora,  Se  Po  mo  and  Tunica  oC;J'Jpa-
tiCD3),  there  are  nine test eases left.  The  closest  La  a 
cl  b :-;.::.  pattern favoring Ultan' s  tb.esis is that for bod,i" 
p~:.r- +: s .  the  static terms  are  more  descripti  ve  in Karok  1  a::l.d 
a~;p.r:oximate ly equal to  dynamic  in Se  IJomo..  LikewisG ,  the 
cl:vcI'ago  descriptivity for static terms  in Tunica is of  Cl 
v('n:y  high order.  Thus  the  generalization holds  rathe ~:~  'roll 
f0,'  the body part domain,  the  only one it was,  after aLl, 
originally based  on. 
The  relative descriptivity of static and  dynamic  terms 
Ü.'  clearly a  function of the  semantic  domain in quest .i.Gu .. 
St :·: tL~ terms  are highly descriptive in body parts  bw~ause 
of  !.,  predominance  of literal form  and  loeation  desc:Ci.~)t Lons  .. 
Static terms  are far less descriptive in flora and  fauna - 36  -
due  to  a  large  number  of metaphors.  Conversely,  dynamic 
terms  are  more  descriptive  than static terms  in the  iiliple-
mcnt  domain bocause  of the highly descriptivo  instru~0~7Ql 
deverbatives found  there.  Such generalizations will "lost 
LiJ-::Gl y  be  seen,  wi th furt  her research,  to be relativ,  i, O 
f a::- ';j cular semantic  domains  and  to  the  syntactic mee ·ir·,.; .sros 
1ti.!] '-:(~l t he  language uses  to create descriptions wi th:_l"..  ·a~o se 
dO:" <'l:"'.llS .. 
2.3  .. 20  Some  further generalizations 
A  number  of  general  statements  can be  made  on the basis 
of  an analysis of my  data using Ultan's  system~  Most  strik-
ing is the  close  correspondence  between l.qnguages  with  re-
spect  to  the relative descriptivity of the five  domains: 
TitBLE  19 
Descriptivity by Domain 
Karok 
Occ.:  84% 
Impl  .. :  75 .. 6% 
Flora:  54  .. 3% 
Fauna:  49  .. B~o 
Body:  25.  35~ 
Se  Pomo 
Occ,,:  71%  /. 
Impl.:  45.5~o 
Flora:  40  ..  7J~ 
Body:  340 2ro 
Fauna:  27  .. 9% 
Tunica 
Inpl  ~ : - 7.9/~f,% 
Occ ...  76.5/0 
~0'lora:  57 .4~b 
}!' auna  :  50  ..  81~ 
Body:  4708% 
The  pattern,  from  greatest to  smallest percentage  of des-
criptive terms is,  then,  occupations,  implements,  flora, 
fauna,  and  body parts o  The  two  exceptions,  the  interchange  .... 
in relative positions of fauna  and  body parts in Se  ~omo, 
and  between occupations  and  implements  in Tunica is not 
very ßignificant:  the figures  in these  cases  are very 
close  (34-28  and  79-77)..  The  basis of this pattern  ~'Vould 
seem  to  lie in properties particular to  each domain:  imple-
ment  and  occupation terms  form  descriptions primarily of 
the  characte istic function or activity they effect,  using 
highly specific  und descriptive  syntactic mechanismso 
Flora and  fauna  are  at the other extreme  with respect to 
unity of  semantic motivation,  with the  widest variety of 
pragmatic  and metaphorical foundations.  That  these  dcmains 
are  nonetheless  quite descriptive may  be  due  to  the fact - 37  -
that the mechanism of descl'ipti  VQ  1 p)d t)sl  -CrQ9.t.:i on.  j  s  nec-
essary ~ fortiori in domains  containing a  multiplicity oY 
sim.ilar types,  often wi  th li  ttle functional differentird;lDn  .. 
B~dy parts being the  least descriptive of these  domains is 
no~  G  result  I  would  have  predicted.  It could be  r elated 
to  t"!.:'.8  relatively conservative retention of  such  cc.re  lex-
ic ·~ 1.  i tems,  and  the normal  lessening of  segmentabiJ J.t.y  and 
aTI,üyzability caused by phonological  change  and  the  lass 
of many  of the  constituent  morphemes,  in what  were  more 
descriptive terms  at  an earlier timeo 
Additionally,  the  five  domains  can be  formed  into the 
same  three  groups  Coccupations  and  implements,  flora  and 
fauna,  body parts)  on the basis of literalness,  syntactic 
form  and  pragmatic  processeso  With respect  to  literalness, 
fauna,  flora and  body parts  show  the  largest proportion of 
metaphors,  while  implements  and  occupations  are described 
in terms  of  a  characteristic narrowing from  an activity to 
an object or person which is described with reference to 
that activityo  With respect to  syntactic form,  body parts, 
fauna  and  flora  show  the  largest  number  of  compounds,  and 
implements  and  occupations,  the  largest  number  of deverba-
tive formationsQ  And  the pattern for pragmatic processes 
shows  description by form being dominant  in flora  and  fauna, 
by function being dominant  in implements  and  occupations, 
and  by location and  form being dominant  in body partso 
2 d4 .  dritipism of Ultan's metrics 
Ultan's  system is, by  and  large,  weIl  formulat€d  and 
revelatory in assigning descriptivity grades to  lexical 
items.  However,  each metric has  certain problems,  in my 
view,  which become  apparent  when  one  applies  them to 
semantically more  diverse data.  In this section I  will 
note  these problems. 
The  first metric  deals most  generally with the dif-
ference  between the meaning of  a  descriptive term  and the - 38  -
meaning  Ax:presse(l 'hy  itFin.tA-r·n~l  eonst;j.tllAn't  et.;:rncture  .. 
Value  1  is assigned when  there is a  relation of  approxL~ate 
eguivnlence,  with no  C'J!lbiguity:  "a+b  =  (a+b)" 0  Three  de-
gr'Jos  rer:lOved  from this is value 4,  which is assigned when 
"a+0;1  (o.+b)lI  meaning that  "the  sum  of the parts is not 
equ3.::  ..  to  the  "lrfhole"  (UI  tan 1975:  4ff  a  ).  This  value is as-
si ~;~:~c ' .:'  to illet8.Dhorical  expressions..  The  sprC58.d  of numeri-
cal  vaT'J.cs  1.J G"~ \rv''')Gn 1  and  4  on ascale of  5  is \imll  reflec-
tiVd  cf the  mc~ning difference between literal descriptions 
and  :ih3t8. ~)hors, but the intermediate values do  not  seem to 
be  wnt:i.7·c.ted  along the  same  continuum.  Value  2  is assigned 
to  a:,:o ~. guous expressions ,  a  phenomenon better handled  wi  thin 
tho  ge~1.eral framework  of contextual disambiguationo  Value 
3  is assigned  when  the  term is incompletely analyzable,  and 
it i.s  then disallowed  from further  grading.  The  effect 
which the presence  of  one  or more  unanalyzable  elements has 
'on the descriptivity of  a  term is dependent  on  several fac-
tors,  such as  the  identifiability of  a  structural meaning 
such as  genus  +  species,  and  the descriptive coherenee  of 
the  analyzable parts of the terme  It would  thus  seem un-
wise  to  assign such a  term an  automatie  zero-grade,  even 
if qualified (*0) .  vJhether  a  partially-analyzable term is 
to  ~ e  considered deseriptive  and  thus gradeable is best 
handled as adecision to be  made  prior to its submission 
to metrics o  This  is presupposed in the  system which  I  pro-
pose  below,  and  in this system  I  treat the presence  of un-
an3.l~yz~ ,ble elements  as  an aspect  of morphosyntactic expli-
citness  .. 
The  second metric measures  the  effect of  semantic 
narrowing  (value 3),  semantic widening  (value 2),  and  the 
lack thereof.  It thus  serves  as  the needed  subdivider of 
the l:"rst metric' s  value 1.  I  found  value 4,  which  seems 
to measure  a  further degree  of narrowing,  difficult to  ap-
ply"  ~Jhether to  give  a  term  a  value  of  3  or 4  is a  deci-
sion '::rüch may  be  too  complexly dependent  on real-world 
knoviledge  (consider ice-box  and  teacher,  for  example: 
whe:thnr  or not  lIall teachers are people  who  toach"  or "all 
ice--bC)::.{Gs  are boxes  TJIlith  ice in them"  depends  on one  I s 
point  of view: . - 39  -
The  final metric is concerned with the difficult but 
important  question of  semantic  explicitness:  whether or 
not  a  term explicitly contains "all components' necessary 
for  an unambiguous  reading"  (Ultan 1975=  9).  The  assign-
ment  of the pivotal value 2,  where  IIsome  of the necessary 
components  are  implicit as  inherent  features"  is very dif-
ficult to determine,  however. 
The  most  general criticism of Ultan's metrics is the 
fact that they do  not  include  syntactic complexity as  a 
quantified factoro  When  one  considers  only semantic cri-
teria in grading,  two  terms  which  evidence the  same  seman-
tic relationships will necessarily have  the  same  descrip-
tive  grade,  even if one  is syntactically more  'complex. 
For  example,  the Karok  terms for  'salmon' ,  ~a.mA (av- 'to 
eat'  +  -va  'plural action (here  serving as  a  deverbative) , 
-- "eater")  and  'woodworm',  ~ahup?funva  .. n  (~afiup  'stick, 
wood'  +  av- +  -va  +  a.n -- "wood-eater")  would  receive the 
same  grades,  1-3-1,  with an overall grade  of 8,  even though 
the latter term constitutes  a  fUller,  potentially more  dis-
criminatory description:  not  only is an action described 
and delimited to  an agent,  but the characteristic object 
of that action is also made  explicit. 
3.  Another proposal for descriptivity grading 
I  would  ~ow like to propose  another  system to measure 
descriptivity,  in which I  will attempt to  remedy what  I 
have  described  as  shortcomings  in Ultan's  systemo  I  pro-
pose  three metrics,  the first wholly semantic,  the third 
wholly syntactic,  and  the  second partly semantic  and part-
ly syntactic,  dealing with the  intermediate phenomenon of 
semantic clarity in relation to morphological structure. 
I  will first present the  system in outline form,  and will 
then discuss the metrics in detail (the parenthesized num-
bers indicate the  n~merical value to be  assigned to  a 
gi  ven grade). - 40  -
TABLE  20 
Deseriptivity Metries 
I.  J1~p-;ur ati  ve  Degree 
~  ~u~3~ al1y literal meaning  (100) 
?,  ~ ' : :)T':'() ' rL  ~!~  (75) 
_
'/  '':  ::  I ~  t . )  J::  T.:=-~./  (r:: 0 )  "  •  ". ,! 
'";- J~; ' ; :'  ),.1:' -Li<:  )'-:etaphor  (25) 
'  ...  '--:;' i'.',;'.  -i~ ?  :-, c"l,  ~, ' ,:)hor (1) 
IIe  ....  : . :: 1~~ · _ i( .  ',;}<.:  "C~ 
• .  c . • 1,:  , ~l};,:lI'1.'1,r;  __ y  ( and  in r ul:,:,-cion to  thc  nen-
:',~'t,L;;'- ~';~ ;~~;~f~ ";~ ~~:: : ~~"~ (;~~\~'~J,  ~"~?  1'~~~~  syn-
' ,J;,. __ ","""  .•  d,d  V'-,  Th,~  \. .-.~cJ.>--v .,L",-,l... _. ".,  •.  "', -,  v  ,I.,  ..... ,  .. ",.  (100) 
!.":"~  "  ·  ..  ~: l, . ... ,  i~~J..-c  ·:: :C~t.· .t l  st;rllc tl1.J"O  Bll .~) :i; .s  :-) f)-L crr~.;:' O.J_  e;rrt'~- - ll1at;ical 
CLT.'L; :.:] u~l  rt1ibiguity er  a  put  ~' )J:l t:i  :Ü:~:,T  ,::i.dc  .:c'a.i1.ge 
0,-[  i2'1':;3:~· = )J.:' ,.,t rltion of the relations  hol( ~, ::.:[ .l.g  between 
+j'!~ L ':'  c:·;n:, titu1:Jnts.  (67) 
"~ ,,  Cn(;  '..1,"  L.ern  stems  or affixes are  found  uniquely, 
Ci nly  :: n  t he  term in questionD  (33) 
~o  j.~ · · ..  n  .i.Il~eI ·nal structurc  of the  term,  and  hence  its 
rcl!.tion to  a  proposition,  is minimally clear.  (1) 
111.,  , ·j.v ' ;.t,(~ctie  Complexity 
~  0  ;: ,o(:T  ComJ;)lexity  (N,  V,  .b.dj) 
'10  I.L )L re  are more  than 2  stems,  at least  one  of 
~r.;:nch is a  verb.  (100) 
~.  ~t~re are  2  sterns,  at least  one  of  wbich is  a 
~ i~ (~ l.'b D  (67) 
3:.  f~:"hc -re  are  2  or more  stems,  nouns  and  adj ecti  ves 
()":,  Ly- 0  (33 ) 
/~~  ! 0:11(")~C"3  is only 1  stern.  (1) 
:1:: .  T  ,~: l  'vc::::ional  Complexity 
.; ,  '.~l~.T.'e  ere  3  or more  derivationo.l  elements.  (100) 
;;'\ .  ',i. .';...;T'e  are  2  derivational  8 1c:r~ ',': 11t. 3"  (:)7) 
\,"  T':, r o  is only 1  derivation:11  'c.:;,CF'cnt  ..  (33) 
';~h",;re.  is no  deri  vational  ele:rn.8Dt"  (1) 
Cl.  CL:'C--'  :'3  '.r e  to be  averaged to gi  ve  a  eora.:posi  t o  syntaetie 
C().7 ~ ' : ~  ' ":"Z '"  t~,'  - v'-~',lne,  whieh is then weighted  oqualJ.y  Fith each 
0 ""  ~  ,.,  ,;  .. ';- "r  ?  metrl'  es  )  .1  ".,'"  u, L,e:  ~  " 
D2.!:..  L:  ~~ ~ :::tJ. ?E.._of  Figur~:tive Degree:  The  follov.ring four state-
m :':: l-C  '3  ',:'P, ,'.  t;)  b.:)  judged true or false  with res:)8C;,t  to  a  des-
c : ~' :~  .. :~; " j  " : ~l}:;' Cl  [md  a  se1?-tential  I.iARAPHRALE  of.  th-:.:  53 E3e ~ci.p­
t ::"J'- ~~ :'Y. ':,ssod by the  lnternal  morphosynt ' :t. ct; ~,c  "', '_r : ~r one?1ts 
oi -:i--l'-".t  t  '." .cm.  T,:::tis  paraphrase  should  i~::cl1]_ö.e  th,)  s!-;,:;m mor-
pheT : ':::'"  ~  U I,Lüici''J  or expliei  t  inflectional  elemcY.:.ts,  8.nd 
(1,3 ;, '; ": 1.;1  ~  other material as is possible (i.e., pro-elements, 
r r'  -,  ,,',"  .:.  r , 'v"  "1  "lr.·:nc'nts  ete)  .  .  -: •  .i .:  ~.'  :  \ .•  ." .  .J (....  ~" .  v1..  C~  _,.;  •  • 
A",  '-2:"J-:J}'::, '  })':..Ü_h 'l~rr,uLSE in  a  TERl'-I • 
.s"  ~ ;\" -: ')  ;-:;:,  rll~~Rl\  l:- -3  a  PALA.P.dRASE .. 
C  G  ·j:T.L.Fr : ; ':::;.;~:E 1.S  not  f1.  TERJ."1,  but  ar:, attribute of  a  TERl10 
D.  ' I.~'~" ;1:1 :"Hf!  __ \,F'::;  is not  c:  TEill'1  or an attribut e  I)f  2.  T:2pr'I,  but 
18  Si .,'1iJ.ar either to  a  TEill'I  or an attributo  of  a  TEPJ1 . - 41  -
If A  and Bare true,  the term  shows  Literal Meaning. 
If A is false  and  B is true,  the  term  shows  Narrowing. 
If C is true,  the  term  shows  Metonymy. 
If D is true,  the  term  shows  Pragmatic Hetaphor. 
If A-D  are false,  the  term  shows  Symbolic I'Ietaphor. 
r ~  c  I  ~r~ e .n _t view of descripti  vi  ty,  as  relating to 
linV".-i.i  '  . .  ,> ·:, -~" . r :J. \}i o:!.'al  processes ,  is derived  from 3eiler' s 
(as  ~=; j , :·t ;~<1  i ~ ·:.  ;.~,i,.  ·3r  1976).  By  characterizing a  given  le:x=-
icaJ..i. ,- ..  :..  .' 8  '):' L.,;:  .. .1.:7  de scripti  ve'  one  is claiming tha  t  i t s 
in1Je.T'r ..  ~, 1  s 3~~ : "  ':lCoJ.c-G,3mantic  structure is highly  'moti  vated  I 
.or  I Il(;Ll-.arld.:c:rary!  and  that,  as  a  result, it has  a  high 
:potential for  semantic  significance or clarity with respect 
:to three activities of the  language user:  (1)  Lexical In- • 
'novation - The  speaker(s)  involved in the  coining of the 
term have  utilized the possible  grammatical mechanisms 
.which the  language  offers for  word  formation to  a  high de-
gree;  (2) Acquisition of Lexicon - In a  given linguistie 
situational context,  the more  descriptive  a  term is,  the 
more  information the  learner has  to identify potential 
referents,  as  weIl  as  taxonomie  and  symbolie relationships 
of the term;  and  (3)  Explanation of Lexieon - The  more 
descriptive  a  term,  the more  complete  and  explicit is the 
propo,sition potentially derivable  from  the  term by  a  speaker. 
This proposition (or set  of  similar propositions)  is then 
a  clear  option for the  speaker to use,  in whole  or part, 
tin his explanation of the meaning  of the term. 
AS  a  descriptivity grade  is here  conceived  of  as  a 
maximum  potential,  subjeet to  speaker  and  situational var-
iability, it is thought to be  methodologically sounder in 
assigning descriptivity values,  to  err in the direction 
of too  high a  value rather than too  low.  The  conditions 
of the metries  are  stipulated and  are to be utilized with 
this principle in mind. 
All three metries bear  on the  above behavioral phen-
omena,  vvith I"Ietries land 111 reflecting most directly the 
constraints on lexical innovation,  land 11 being the pri-
mary determinants  of ease  of acquisition,  and 111  being - 42  -
the primary differentiator of  complexity of propositional 
content,  and  thus relating most  closely to potential lex-
ical explanation  .. 
'I'L.;;  .: ,;  :, ..  ~:  ~~~ ~ ; "" :. ,':.  \ 1.1  ..  ·  .. G';  I  h.J.ye  called  ' figurative de-
gro8
1
}  j,' :  '>'")  ..  ,>. "c.tj.::·~  ,~.ct  FL ,":  Lw  Tios3ibili  ties of figur-
ative  ~::" C: G  :~;.  t~H::  .,-·:. ~ ' r~  ('; " ;  " .. .. L·y·.l1"l .. ~S  etc) but  wl't'h  th'  e 
~I  ~.'  _._..  ', ,"  \...  "  ~  ... 1  ...  :  •••  ~"  • .1..  I....  ,  e 
exte ·'.:~' ~  tlT''l  n::.~ ·tul ".'  ':'f tt  ce  ,:,;c:·< :  __  :·~t :,J",  figuration expressed by 
the  c:r  :0:-:-"1:',)'"  . r  :~rL  >  ..  ::"!"  'J .1 .. ~:ll  J:2C;', ,jct  to the  encased pro-
posit'i  .. cn  13  J:""d n i-;.':  c·::.st,ip  tu  d .3SCciptive characteristics of 
tho  ooj .;c1 :, .. -'t;':t't '() :lilj'1-3cl,  Tht;  figur,?.tion is classified ac-
yording to  s e2:wr:'..l  tJ"P0S  found  in all languages  investi-
gatedo 
I  h~ve isolated four  degrees  of figurative  extension 
trom naximum li  te:c'alness:  narrowing,  metonymy,  pragmatic 
; 
metaphor  3.nd  syr : '~)O  ~~i c  m· ,-;GD.::.)hor"  It has  been argued  (van 
den Boon.  "197'j )  t~V1.'t:  '?vc:r -:,/  d(::)scriyti  ve  noun  shows  at least 
narrowir~ ,  i~ t ~e  S 8 28C  o~  tG in ~ nec8ssarily further delim-
ited  t ~w. r ·  :i:  ..  ;3  ',:'C .:':2)E><)IYL·i.Ltg  Ill",);)osition,  by  a  constant logi-
cal  0'1)8 """l ·.,or  ;, ;L;.r:~'::-;  . .  ~~.f  ,:;(:'~j:3  'l-jhc)  ma~)p ing of  a  predicate  onto 
an  ar€::'-~l ;  ·C J:.::'~ "  , , ;~ L.,.;  L . ~l;.3  '\:ould  seem to rule out  a  figurative 
degr8t;  f; .:'G C::,':'; G:~'  ·;,:t',f."IJ  TL.;,:c.rovv:Lng,  I  suggest that there  are  two 
clea2:'- :1..y  c1  .3 G  ;-: i~;r  .. b J ,?,  if y:·',t  clearly d8finable,  degrees  of 
ll ' t"r.-. l -: .......  r ,~  ~ 1"\  " 1'f- -1  .....  ,-,} ~  rr"1 1 '.':)  V  (. ... ~.~J  . .  ,,-.:.  ~  ......... ..  !  . -'  ...I- '-, 8..;.. . '  ..  '  ;'_' ',)l _v  s emQl1.tic domains  ..  The  les-
ser of  t .:.1.(=)  t '"l) c  '- ~ C:~:'CC: 3?  ~ Jl;.ie~l  is what  my  metric classifies 
as  I He".:.'):"),  ii ;~ J t';: ,  ,'i.s  t;hn.t  cP.})Tured  by the third value  of 
Ul  tan  i  s  suc~:~,ld  met;ric:  I  S 0!)1.8  o..+b  E  ab;  all ab  E  a+b'. 
In the  c cu: C  of  :3.g0nti  ve  dOV0rbati  ve  constructions this de-
gree  of  Y.~.· ·~r:cc·- ,,.i ·-:l ; -:;  :; , n.(~ ic ~lt t:: S that the described  action or 
proceS;3 
agent  ~  1n.t: 
?lOt  s"S,n.c1y  ':,r:: 3d.icated  as  an ability of the  named 
ir;  ';l  I'·:':':Cc.:.''';ll ~.Z.G '~>. .  status,  such as  a  professionsl 
ce  - I  •  (+. !''''r''l,...  ..  : ~'"\ ..  -:  ,~ ,..... .~.~-!.- , ~ (-.+- ')  s· "t'  t  t  d  o  ll.:?  r,;l.()~.'I., U\: ..  ;,·  ...  · u".~ . ,  '  ..  i  , .. C'.' ..L.,.',; ')  or  ome  lIDes  a  saus assume 
Wl ' tl""  ~ . ,  ....  """ ,  ......  -l-c·  "  ..:,. ~ , ,,";' '' c. ,,  ·,, '; t'l~ll  (suc'h  as Krarok  l· ...  srl·va·n  -'.  -'- \. ';'  r..  .~  " , _,~)  '_' .'  "- '.  ,,j.; ' .) \. . .  .:.  L  J_ ....  ......  _ "- \...  ( ...  \.  . - 43  -
This is to be distinguished  from  the  sort of  agentive 
deverbative  term which  shows  the  lesser degree  of narrow-
ing,  whose  meaning is roughly paraphraseable  as  either  'one 
who  has  the  ability to  VERB'  or  'one  who  has  VERBed'  (or 
possibly  'one  who  VERBs  habitually').  Terms  such as  'swim-
mer',  'murderer
i  and  'driver'  are potentially ambiguous 
with respect  to  these  two  degrees  of narrowing,  while  some 
terms  Guch  as  I consumer',  I liar  I  and  I winner  I  Shovl  the min-
imal degree  of narrowing  unambiguously~ 
In both cases  one  is describing potential rat  her than 
actual behavior:  a  driver (whether he is a  chauffeur or not) 
~s describable  as  such either when  he  is behind the wheel, 
sitting in his living room,  or standing in traffic court 
(in the last instance the  appropriate paraphrase  of  'driver' 
with respect  to  a  judge's question "who  was  the driver?" 
is  'One  who  was  driving at  a  specified time'  not  'One  who 
has  the ability to drive').  But it is only in the  case  of 
what  I  am  calling  'narrowing'  that  one  may  have  the  ability 
to  VERB  without being necessarily describable  as  a  VERBer: 
one  can say  'He  can teach but  he  is not  a  teacher'  or con-
versely,  'He  is  a  teacher but  he  can't teach'  or  'He  is a 
teacher but  he  has  never taught',  but  one  cannot  substitute 
'consumer",  'liar'  or'winner'  with its associated verb  ex-
pression in these  sentences. 
The  situation is analogous  with implement  terms.  The 
term  shows  'narrowing'  in the  more  restricted sense if it 
•  describes  an  implement  specifically designed for  a  task, 
but for which another object  can conceivably be  used o 
One  can say of  any  such implement,  such as  'toothpick'  or 
'nutcracker' ,  that  'one  can use  on OBJECT  as  an  IMPLEMENT' 
where  the object is not  the specifically designed  imple-
ment  ('one  can use  a  fountain pen as  a  toothpick').  Those 
implement  terms  which can be  described  as  'maximally lit-
eral'  are  those for which  Rn  object not  specifically de-
signed for the task could not bo  conceivably used,  such as 
the Hungarian term for  a  coin-minter,  penzverögep  (penz 
'coin,  money'  +  vor  'to strike'  +  -ö  'deverbative'  +  gep - 45  -
describes  such relations as: 
part/~Qole: Karok.  iAvayFUrax  'species of  salamander' 
(i8vay  'ehest'  +  Furax  'red);  Karok.  axnatsinihic  ' snow-
berry plant'  (axnat  'thorn'  +  sinih  'shiny'  +  -ic  'dimin-
utive');  and  Tunica.  rihkukbra  'cart,  wagon'  (rihku  'wood' 
+  kora  'disc-shaped'  -- i.e. ,  "wheel") 
specific/generic:  Se  Pomo .  sasmi  'pubic hair'  and 
Tunica.  kUwatnoku  'bird (generic term)'  (see section 201.) 
plant/product made  from plant:  Karok.  kut?anav  'snow-
plant'  (kut- -to  have  an  itch~  +  ?anav  'medicine'  -- "itch-
medicine
fl
) 
and  animal/its call:  Se  Pomo.  qaiqa~  'crane'  - - the  onoma-
topoetic  rep~ e sentation of its call is said to be  like 
this,  \vi th a  double  mora  vovfel  and falling tone  on both 
first  and reduplicated morphs. 
In his description of his first metric  (Ultan 1975:  6) 
Ultan cites the possibility of  a  semantic phenomenon para-
llel but opposite to narrowing,  called  'widening' .  The 
one  example  cited in his Finnish data was  comparable  to 
Se  Pomo  sasmi,  above:  Finnish häpakarva  'pubic hair'  (häpy 
'vulva'  +  karva  'hair').  I  found  ovar twenty such exam-
pIes in my  data,  l,'Thich  fell into patterns such as  I  have 
just listed.  All  such examples  would  seem  to be  special 
cases  of metonymy  which,  rather than being parallel to 
narrowing,  and  having the  same  descriptive value,  repre-
sent  a  step further down  a  cOlltinuum  l eaningto metaphor-
ica],  cxpresBionö,  expressing  a  description that  some  attri-
bute of an object  is the object itself. 
If statement  C  also is false ,  statement D is applied. 
If D is true,  the  term is said to  express  a  'pragmatic 
metaphor I, by which I  mean that the descr,iptive content 
of the metaphor is understandable with knowledge  only of 
'objective'  attributes of the  named  entity,  and  none  of 
culture- specifi c  symbolisill.  Examples  include:  Karok. 
tasvan?ipih  'shoulder blade'  (tasvaon  'spatula'  ' +  ?ipih 
'bone'  -- "spatula- shaped bone");  Se  Pomoo  fgaclulu  'liz-- 46  -
ard'  (fqa6  'frog'  +  lulu  'flute'  -- Itflute-shaped frog"); 
and  Tunicao  yaruhk?osini  'hammer'  (yaruhki  laxe'  +  ?osini 
'head'  -- lIaxe  with a  head"). 
If statements A  through D are all false,  the term is 
classified as  a  'symbolic metaphor':  an understanding of 
this sort  of metaphor requires  specific cultural knowledge. 
Examples  include:  Se  Pomo.  xalcma  'right hand,  arm,  side' 
(see  sec.  2 .2.20);  YT"'Jk.  pihneoFpistaoxva  'type of  winged 
ant'  (pihn~oF- 'coyc-I;e'  +  pistaoxva  'to pull back one's 
foreskin'  +  - a  'nomina actionis'  -- IIcoyote's pulling his 
fore skin backlI);  and  Tunica  ..  tislinasihpari  'coral bean' 
(tislina  'Stone \vi tch'  +  sihpari  'bean')  0 
3.2.  Explicitness 
The  second metric,  which I  have  called the  'Explicit-
ness'  metric,  is an attempt to measure  the degree  to  which 
the internal morphological  structure of the term forms  an 
explicit propositional description,  and uses the notions 
of  structural meaning,  structural ambiguity,  range  of inter-
pretation,  and  uniquely occurring morpheme. 
Similarly to  'Figurative Degree'  this metric deter-
mines  relative degrees  of  explicitnes~.  There  is no  theo-
retical  'maximum'  or  'minimum'  degree  (excepting  non-des-
criptive labels) but rather conditions which are met  or 
not by a  particular term.  The  four-part  explicitness 
scale is given in table 20. 
A value of 100 is assigned to  those  terms  clearly 
relatable to  a  proposition,  with a  single reading for each 
morpheme  and for the construction.  Such  a  situation is a 
result of  a  lack of lexical ambiguity,  semantic-pragmatic 
assumptions  (next  paragraph)  and  an assignable  structural 
meaning,  such as English adjective(modifier)+noun(head) 
(as in redcoat,  yellowjacket  and little finger)  and the 
Se  Porno  exocentric  construction noun(head)+verb(modifier) - 47  -
as in two  names  for bird species:  palL1Xat  'grey nuthatch' 
(pal  'cheek'  +  mxa~- 'to be  scorohed'  -- lIits cheek is 
scorched")  and  xnucuc  'titmouse'  (xnu  'forehead'  +  cuc-
'to point upwards'). 
It is,moreover,  clear that certain potential ambigu-
ities are not  aetualized in the understanding and use  of 
terms beeause of their ineompatibility with real-world as-
sumptions.  'Breadknife'  is not really subjeet to the mul-
tiple readings  eorresponding to  'soup  spoon'  and  'bread-
stick', while the  last-named term certainly is. 
, 
A value  of 67  is assigned to  a  descriptive term whicn 
ean have multiple readings beeause  of  one  or more  of three 
phenomena:  (1)  There  is struetural ambiguity in the  sense 
of more  than one  possible morphologieal analysis.  For 
instanee,  the Karok term for  'redwood tree'  is analyzable 
in two  wayso  It is ?u9kanpahiop,  and  consists of  ?u· 9 
'towards the center of  a  body of water'  +  -ak  'in,  on,  at', 
and  either paoh  tboat'  +  iep  'tree'  or pahi·p  'pepperwood 
tree'.  It is thus analyzable  either as  ' ocean-boat tree' 
or  'ocean pepperwood',  and both analyses  are plausible in 
terms  of Karok word-formationo  (2)  At  least one  of the 
eonstituent morphemes  is polysemie,  or homophonie  with an-
other morphemee  The  Se  Pomo  term for the bird speeies 
' golden-crowned kinglet'  eontains two  homophones:  da, 
whieh is either  'sun'  or  'wife'  and fqo,  which is either 
'land'  or  'white man'.  The  term,  daxqo6ta (eta 'bird'), 
o 
ean be  analyzed,  then,  as  'sun-land bird',  'white-man's 
sun bird',  'white-man's wife's bird'  or  'wife's-land bird' 
(the first is most  likely).  And  (3) Multipleinterpreta-
tions of the  semantie- syntaetic relations holding between 
eonstituents are possible.  A not-infrequent situatioh 
giving rise to this is when there is a  possibility of mul-
tiple interpretations of the  ease relation holding between 
a  noun and averbo  For  example,  the  Tunica term meaning 
'hammer'  or  'war club',  rihkutapeka (rihku  'wood,  stick' 
+ ta- 'agent'  +  peka  tto hit') could coneeivably be inter-
preted as  'stick whieh is used for hitting'  on the pattern - 48  -
of yllhkitasuhci  'sewing ne  edle ,  (yUhki  ipointed object, 
needle'  +  ta- +  suhci  'to  sew')  or as  'hitter of wood'  on 
the pattern of h&hkatatomu  'mortar'  (hahka  'corn'  +  ta- + 
tomu  'to pound in a  mortar'). 
A value  of  33  is assigned to  a  term which is thought 
to be  related to  a  specific propositional content,  but in 
which there is one  or more  morphemes  which occur in no 
other lexical item in the  language.  The  various English 
terms for species of berries  such as  cranberry,  boysenberry 
and  loganberry are  examples of this.  Another  group  of  ex-
amples  is found  in Se  Pomo,  where  the  names  of many  small 
animals  are reduplicated constructions,  consisting of  a 
stem of unique  occurrence.  Examples  are  ?aw?aw  ' crow' 
and  cin6in  'chipmunk' .  Finally,  there is the diverse class 
of partially unanalyzable  terms,  such as  Se  Pomo  ~a~nel 
'California newt',  which clearly expresses that  something 
is scorched  (mxa~-) even though -nel can be  assigned no 
meaning. 
A value  of  1  is assigned when  the propositional con-
tent of  t h8  türm is less clear than in the  above  caseso 
The  Ka.ro}:  t ,?r 1  for  a  bird species  'mountain tanager' , 
isviripcc  ~.?: i  c.:lTIsist  s  of isvirip  'j  effrey pine'  and  c~  ·xhi 
'to mako  t,(J:;  ·-; ~,\.:. l .  of the mountain tanager' .  \Ihile this 
bird i,g  c] 80:t  : ;.~- :; .J;e  Flaker of this call,  and  while  a  speaker 
can  co n ~; (;- .i .v e  o _~ ·  ~-..  rol.ation between the pine  and  the burd 
such as  ~  I 1v ", ~ s ':n  ~ ,  wnether or not  the  two  sterns  form  a 
coherc.Y .!.t  p :rO ~ ·: 0 S ·:  .. ·:;:L()n is open to  questiono  Finally,  there 
are  b O .~ d. o~c }.L'l (::;  <.",'..S88  of  mOIlomorpheI:üc  l exical  items  which 
nonethel ess  a.re  concei:ved  of  as descriptive,  though there 
is a  total lack of  explicit derivation:  there is zero-de-
verbativization,  as  in the  Tunica word  for  'warrior' , 
naka,  which is also  the term for  'war' ;  and  I  have  at 
least one  instance  of monomorphemic  unmarked metaphor, 
the  Se  Pomo  term for  'mountain slider lizard' ,  kfal. 
Speakers  say that this is really the  term for the fish 
'pike' ,  but that  this liza.rd is called kfal because it 
has asnout shaped  like a  pike'so - 49 
303.  Syntactic complexity 
The  third metric is relatively straightforward.  The 
basic assumption is that the more  major  stems  (nouns,  verbs 
and  adjectives)  and  the more  derivational morphemes  present 
in a  descriptive term,  the more  detailed and  complex can 
be the proposition which it expresses~  Furt  her  ,  if a  term 
contains  one  or more  verbs it is more  descriptive,  ceteris 
paribus,  than a  term containing the  same  number  of non-
verb  major  stem. 
For illustrative purposes  I  will give  one  example  here 
of  each value for  each of the  two  sub-metrics  (which,  as 
stated in table 20),  are  to be  averaged to  give  an overall 
value) : 
Stem  complexity:  1.  Se  Pomo.  pilatu?selamtadapu  'dish-
cloth'  (pilatu  'dish, plate'  +  ?sel- 'to wash'  +  -m  'instro 
or location deverb.'  +  tadapu  'cloth') 
2.  Se  Pomoo  ku6in ci·wa  'goat') 
3.  Tunica.  hlimamelirusa  'blackberry bush'  (huma  'berry'  + 
meli  'black'  +  rusa  'briar (patch)') 
40  Tunica o  ciput?e  'pomegranate'  (cipu  'passion flower'  + 
t?e  'augmentative') 
Derivational  complexity:  1. Karok.  axpaheoknikinac 
'fawn-lily or adder's tongue  (species of flower),  (axpaha 
'headdress'  +  ikriki- 'to attach'  +  -kiri  'instrument de-
verbative'  +  -a  'nomina actionis deverb.'  +  -ic  'diminu-
tive denominative -- "little headdress  attachment") 
2.  Se  I'omo.  ?a?lta~al  'thief'  (?a- 'agent deverbative'  + 
?ia~- 'to do  something wrong'  +  -al  'agent deverbative') 
3.  Tunica.  takoma  'comb'  (ta- 'agent'  +  koma  'to comb') 
4.  Comparing the  two  systems 
Having presented my  proposal for descriptivity grad-
ing, it remains to be  seen how  the  results  compare  with 
the results of my  application of Ultan's  system.  In this - 50  -
section I  will compare  the results attained by the use  of 
both systems in three  of the corpora treated  :  Tunica body 
parts,  Southeastern Porno  fauna  and Karok  occupation terms. 
To  beginn with,  the results of  grading of the material 
with my  system (the Ultan gradings are to be  found  in 
tables 4,  6  and  14 respectively): 
TABLE  21  - Tunica Body Parts 
Corpus:  115  Terms  Dascriptive Terms:  71 
Overall Descriptivity:  61 . 7% 
Grade  .!I,  %  TeIi- Scale  Grading  -
0  44  38. 3  Grade  ,Il,  %  -
.0.-
36  1  0.9  0  44  38. 3  39  1  0.9  4  2  1.7  48  1  0.9  5  16  13.9  50  13  11.3  6  24  20.9 
53  2  1.7  7  29  25,,2  61  1  0. 9 
64  23  20.5  Figurative Deg;ree  72  29  25  .. 2 
JA.  % 
Max.  lit.  43  6  .6 
Narrowing  27  38.0 
Met  0 nymy  1  1 0 4 
Frag.  Met.  0  0 
Sym.  l"Iet.  0  0 
TABLE  22  - Southeastern Pamo  Fauna 
Corpus:  172  Terms  Desc?iptive  Terms:  55 
Overall Descriptivity:  32% 
Grade  .f!.,  %  Figy.rative  Degree 
0  118  68. 6  ./1,  %  1  7  4.7  -
3  3  1 .. 7  Max.  lit .  15  27.3 
4  4  2. 3  Narrowing 18  32.7 
5  19  11 .0  Metonymy  6  10.9 
6  7  4. 1  Frag.  Met.  7  12.7 
7  8  4.7  Sym.  Met.  9  16.4 
8  6  3 .. 5 - 51  -
TABLE  23  - Karok Occupations 
Corpus:  25  Terms  Descriptive  Terms:  23 
Overall Descriptivity:  92% 
Grade  4  %  F i ß'];!r at  ive Degree 
0  2  8.0 
"" 
% 
3  1  400  Max ..  lito  2  8.7  4- 2  8.0 
5  2  8.0  Narrowing 21  91.3 
6  13  5200  Motonyny  0  0 " 
7  1  4.0  ol'rag.  Met.  0  0 
8  4  1600  Sym.  Met.  0  0 
It will be  noted,  to begin with,  that in all three 
cases the  number  of terms  considered descriptive is higher 
in my  system t.han in Ultan's.  This derives  from  our 
diff'ering vl.e'·Js  on partially analyzable terms,  which Ultan 
automaticallJ c;i.\'"es  a  grade  of *0  'provisionally classi-
f'ied  as  lab E '; lL~  b::lt [being] potentially deseriptive terms' 
(Ultan  1975~  p8ß8  11).  I  tend to  classify these  terms  as 
descriptive,  because of my  stated position that  a  descrip-
tivity grade  should refleet  a  maximum  potential value. 
The  raw totals resulting from  my  grading system pro-
duee  a  ses } ,)  i,-,c ~~.  1  to  100  and,  by dividi ng by  and  round  .... 
ing off  t c  ti=c  ~10 < - =- ' . ' st 10,  resul  ts in a  1  to  10  seale di-
reetly cn::Aj  , .~ j. n 1 ) . : .  ) ~" O  Ul talL  I s.  This  has been done  in tab-
le 21,  aIll.  c:::1.1 ,/  t .Lle  rounded figures  are given in tables 
22  and  23" 
COrj' 3.ring the figures in the  two  systems reveals  a 
signif ~.(~(:o t  }?cint of similarity s.ud  a  ,c;'_r;:}ifieant dif.fer-
ones ·  : " ~. ~ :Ir c s  are' similar in ShOi.,Ti .l'lg  elusterings of' 
vall)'E::',  ':. f,  ':/"T:.:>  . .caole relative points  !J~~ l.  t,he  sealeo  In 
the  · ;::.Sf;  c ;.  :J>.i.: .:.:~ . ca body part  s  the  g T'\,;,c.t:e st  and  seeond-
greG.tcst,  :;c.J:. cn:-:-;ration of'  terms is fc 'J.:'lU  in the highest 
and  sc,,~. (I :':·'C."·:::_':  ~;ice st grades  containiJ:::e;  t  '~rm s,  respecti  vely. 
In t he  .Po  .10  fa'.lna  considerable clustering is found  near 
the highoet  grades containing terms but  less  so  in the 
highest.  This pattern is also  found  in the.Karok  oeeu-- 52  -
pation term gradings.  The  Tunica pattern is apparently a 
factor of the  absence  ofmetaphorical terms  in this domain, 
the Pomo  pattern,  a  factor of the  larger percentage  of 
non-isomorphie  (Ultan)  and  narrowing  and metonymie  terms 
(Moshinsky)~  The  Karok clustering is pushed back from  the 
upper  end  somewhat  by two  factors:  practioally no  1 values 
assigned on the paraphrase metric  (Ultan)  and  iower ratings 
for syntactic complexity (Moshinsky). 
The  significant point  of difference in the figures is 
with respect to theabsotute values.  In all three  cases 
there  are  terms which are  assigned the  maximum  value of  10 
on the Ultan scale,  while  in none  of these  cases is 10  as-
signed on the Moshinsky seale.  This is caused by the in-
clusion of syntactie complexity in the latter but not in 
the  former  system.  For  a  term to  get the highest value  in 
the Moshinsky  system it must  show  not  only non-metonymie 
and  non-metaphorieal  semantic  eonstruction and  high expli-
citness,  but  also  noun  and verb  sterns  and  eonsiderable de-
rivational complexity.  No  term in this data is so  strue-
tured.  .The  likelihood of  a  term receiving an overall gra-
de  of 10  (=  95  or higher)  in this  system is probably very 
small  indeed. 
The  pragmatic processes underlying deseriptions 
(such as  form  and  location)  are not,  by virtue of their 
non-scalarity,  quantified in either system,  and must be 
st ~t 8d scparately.  The  semantic processes  are not measur-
8G.  cU.rcGtly by Ultan' s  system,  are by Moshinsky' s  first 
lle ' ~r~ . c·  ~  and  are  given here  as they do  differ from  the UI-
tan  spe~ . ifications,  and  are not derivable  from  the  averag-
ed  I-ioE:.d.nsky grades. 
Specific  examples  of the  grading of terms  by both 
systems  can be  found  in the Appendix.  It can be  noted 
that  one  of the  greatest descriptivity value differentials 
is to be  found  in the  analysis of  terms  which I  have de-
scribed as  having the  structure  'Unique  Species  +  True  Ge-
neric' .  Sueh terms will be  graded  *0  by the Ultan system, - 53  -
but  can receive  a  considerably higher grade with the Mo-
shinnky system. 
50  Another proposal for quantification 
It is quite  apparent that similarities of grade-
clustering in both systems  can result from different fac-
tors.  This results in the  non-transparency of  a  summed  de-
scriptivity grade for  a  given term,  and would be  true for 
any conceivable  grading  system.  The  fact that two  gra.mrrJ.a-
tically and  semanti.ca.lI.y dissimilar terns  such as  Se  Pomo 
?a",n aw  ' crow'  and  }":arok  ?assak vaotxarakavrU°kvutihan 
'CaJ.if0.TT,i D .  1.~·o() c1  f ern'  (see  sec.  2.23. )  receive the  SaTIe 
desc r. ~; 'pL \' ~ '-;:;y ~,,:· · ~ a.de by ny  systen teIls us  sODGthing,  perhaps, 
about  t:  ':18';,;::- s';.ni2.ar place within the  spectrum of greatest-
to,·] :::-a:."t  ,:~ ef .:C 'l · . : .I- ~, j . 1') i ty,  but teIls us  nothing about the  ana-
J.  Tl')L;  Df):~':: ()':.',S  problem is the  aritbmBtic  basis of 
the  :~;rad3, T. ~ ~~  l{u·  (jnly  does  the  summed  grade tell us litt-
1 8)  oi t  5 5  c L .L .!.cult to defend  quantitativelyo  The  numeri-
C:',}  d·,I,f: :" eY.·cvc e G between values derive  from  the numerical 
v e..1r23  r 5 J ~:;,::;J.l '- .t8d within the metrics by the designer:  my 
m b·:~ :<i . (' G  [,:~- 8  (1.11  -1-100  seales with internally equidistant 
vaJ d.GO ,  O::-·.e  :;.0';;:18.  aTg-üe  that there is  a  greater inherent 
dj f .·~ .' ,; r cr:~·"';e  1)o ;:;1, vc en  narrowing  and  metonymy  say,  than be-
One  could  argue 
th: ,,::,  :fIO:G1  the point of view of  semantic theory,  on the  one 
ha:c;,d j  or from  experimental results,  on the other.  There 
is  a  further problem in giving equal weight to the differ-
ent metrics.  vJhat  sort of evidence  would  one  need to de-
termine the relative weighting of figurative degree  and 
syntactic complexity,  for  example?  In all cases  one  would 
not  only be  likely to  arrive at aifferent numerical results 
given different  examples  of these  phenomena,  but one  would 
be  engaging in a  circular activity:  designing the metric 
on the basis of the results which it produceso - 54  -
While the  absolute difference in numerical values 
assigned to particular lexical items by my  (ar perhaps 
any conceivable  arithmetic)  system are  at best vaguely 
suggestive,  I  would maintain that my  system does provide 
useful and replicable decisions with respect to  the re-
lative descriptivity of terms:  though the quantity differ-
ence  between 'terIlls  x' s  67  and  term y' s  75  may  be  ad  hoc t 
the  system will justifiably classify both as highly de-
scriptive,  and  correctly rate term y  as more  descriptive 
than term.  x. 
Van  den Boom  has  suggested  (personal  conmunication) 
that these problems,  as  stated,  inevitably result from  an 
arithmetically calculated  system,  and that better insights 
could possibly be  attained using geometric  analysis:  each 
metric  would be  expressible as  one  element  of an n-tuple 
<0:1' 0:2'  ~.,.  ,on>  for  each metric  1  - n,  and  would be 
associated with a  vectorial dimension.  A  group  of de-
scriptive terms  would  thus be placed not  as  integers 
along  a  numerical  scale,  but  as points within an n-dimen-
sional space.  While  such an analysis has not yet been under-
taken,  ~he suggestion that  a  term  should be  assoclated not 
only with the  sum  grade,  but also  with an n-tuple (tripIe 
for the Ultan system,  quadrupIe  for the Moshinsky  system) 
has been adopted,  and all terms in the  appendix are  so 
identified. 
6.  Conclusion 
The  descriptive  content which inheres in and  can be 
ascribed to nouns  as  a  result of their internal morpho-
logical complexity has been analyzed  fpom  the points of 
view of its degree  of departure  from literal description 
and  of the explicitness  and  complexity of its morphosyn-
tactic structure.  Three metries which express these pro-
perties have  been postulated.  While  the  significance of 
a  single quantificational value for a  given lexical item 
is open to  question,  the individual metrics  are  thought - 55  -
to  eapture the most  signifieant defining properties of 
relative deseriptivity,  and  a  eomparative display utilizing 
analytie  geometrie nethods might  offer the possibility of  a 
more  enlightening mode  of  single point  eomparison between 
lexieal items,  senantie domains  and  languages. 
A eonparison of the deseriptive degree  of the five  do-
mains  treat,,-)d  reveals  a  pattern whieh may  or may  not  stand 
up  to  furt:r..:..er  testing:  the highest degree  of deseriptivity 
is found  in those  domains  whose  semanties allows for  a  high-
ly unified formation of funetional deseriptive terms by a 
small number  of derivational elements offered by the lan-
guage  (i.e., oeeupations  and  implements).  A  seeond level 
of average deseriptivity,  found  in flora and  fauna terms, 
is based in highly heterogeneous patterns of lexieal for-
~ation, where  the internal semantics reflect predominantly 
cultural symbolic rather than functional propositions. 
The  remaining domain,  that of body part terms,  shows  a 
somewhat  lower degree  than the others,  and  evidences, both 
intra- and inter-linguistically,  highly diverse bases of 
formation. 
Studies of other semantic  domains  from  the perspeetives 
outlined in thiD paper  should  euable the  establisbnent of 
generalizations about the relation between grarn1atical, 
semantic  and cultural synillolic  processes,  and provide 
interesting new  insights into their role in characterizing 
and differentiating the various  semantic  domains  whieh make 
up the major lexicon. - 56 -
APPENDIX  - Descrlptlvlty  Lexicon 
All descriptive  terms  dlscussed  in the  body  of  tbe 
paper will be  listed here,  by  language,  1n alphabetical 
order  (?  does  not  count  in alpbabeticlzatlon)  as  folIows: 
TERM  'gloss':U(otl,oC2'o(3>,ug /  M<'Pl ,P2,P3,(34,>,Mg 
The  term  is followed  by  an English gloss.  It is  then graded, 
first by  the  Ultan  system,  the  tripIe givlng  tbe  values 
for  individual metrlcs  in tbe  order  presented,  wltbin the 
angled brackets,  and  the  overall Ultan descriptivity grade 
is tben glven  follow1ng  the  comma.  Tbe  term  1s  then graded 
slmilarly by  the  Moshinsky  system,  witb  stem  Complexity 
and  Derivational  Complexity  being specifled separate1y 
aa  tbe  last two  elements  of  the  quadruple. 
Enslish 
blueberry:  u" 1,3,1>,  8  /  M'-75,lOO·,33,1>,  64 
b1uebird:  U<1,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,33,1>,  64 
boysenberry  :  U<.3,-,- >,  irO  /  M<100,33,33,1>,  50 
breadknife  U<1,3,2>,  7  /  M<75,100,33,1>,  64 
breadatlck  :  U{l,l,l),  10  /  M<100,67,33,1>,  61 
consumer  :  U~l,l,l>,  10  /  M<100,100,1,33>,  72 
cranberry  :  U<.3,-,->,  *0  /  M<100,33,33,1'>,  50 
driver  :  U,l,l or 3,1>,  10 or  8  /M<lOO  or 75,67,1,33>,  61  or53 
eyebrow  U~l,l,l>,  10  /  M<lOO,100,33,1>,  72 
1iar  :  U<.l,l,1>,  10  /  M~100,100,1,33>, 72 
loganberry  U<3,-,- >,  *0  /  M<100,33,33,1),  50 
murderer  :  U(l,l,l),lO  /  M~lOO,100,1,33>, 72 
nuteracker  :  U'1,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,67,33>,  75 
redcoat  U<4,5,3>,  1  /  M<50,100,33,1>,  56 
swimmer  U<l,l or 3,1),  10 or  8  / 
M~lOO or  75,67,1,33~,  61  or  53 
teacher  U<.1,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,1,33>,  64 
toothp1ck  :  U<.1,3,1>,  8 
winner  :  U,l,l,l>,  10  / 
ye110wjacket  :  U<4,5,3>, 
/  M~75,67,67,33>, 64 
M<100,100,1,33>,  72 
1  /  M<'25,lOO,33,1>,  47 - 57  -
Finn1sh 
häpykarva  'pubie hair'  :  U(1,2,1>,  9  /  M<50,100,33,1>,  56' 
nielu  'throat'  :  U~2,3,1),  7  /  M<75,100,1,33>,  64 
Hungar1an 
ebedlB  'din1ng room'  :  U<1,3,3>,  6  /  M<75,67,1,33>,  53 
egyengetB  kalapaes  'plan1ng  hammer' 
U<1,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,67,33>,  75 
fur6gep  'drilling maehine'  : 
kerteszol16  'pruning shears'  : 
U(1,3,1),  8  /  M<75,100,67,33>,  75 
U<1,3,2'>,  7  /  M<75,100,33,33),  69 
penzverBgep  'eo1n m1nter'  :  Vll,l,l),  10  /  Mtl00,100,100,33>,89 
re'szelB  'f11e'  :  u(1,3,3),  6  /  M<75,67,1,33>,  53 
talalkoz6  'a meeting'  :  U<1,1,3>,  8  /  M<100,67,1,33>,  61 
ton1to  'teaeher'  :  U<1,3,3'7,6  /  M<'75,67,1,33>,53 
Karok 
?a~1pt1°k  'mlddle  finger'  :  U<.l,l,l>,  10 
?ahup?amvaon  'woodworm'  :  U~1,3,1>,  8  / 
akxaopak ataturaoh1tlhan  'morning glory'  : 
/  M<100,100,33,1>,  72 
M<75,100,67,33>,  75 
U~1,4,1>,  7  /  M<'75,100,67,33>,  75 
?ä·mA  'salmon'  :  U(1,3,1>,  8  /  M~75,100,1,33>,  64 
apsunpuoFveona  'gopber  snake' 
U<3,-,->,  *0  /  M<1,33,67,33>,  28 
?ararassaok  'arrowhead'  :  U(l,l,l),  10  /  M<100,67,33,17,  61 
?assak vaotxarakavrGokvutiban  'Cal.  wood  fern'  : 
u<4,5,1>,  3  /  Mll,100,67,33>,  50 
astahvoonana~ 'eoot'  :  U<1,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,67,67>,  81 
atrax?lpan  'shoulder'  :  V41,3,1'>,  8  /  M<.75,100,33,1>,  64 
?av?1os  'ebeek'  :  U<1,3,1),  8  /  ~~75,100,33,1'),  64 
axnatslnihi~  'snowberry'  :  V<1,5,3>,  4  /  M~50,100,33,33>,  61 
axpahe·knlk1na~  'fawn l11y' 
U<4,4,1>,  4  /  M<50,100,67,100>,  78 
~amnupanaö  'woodpeeker'  : 
U<1,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,1,67>,  70 - 58  -
?lFuniba  'ba1r'  :  U<4,5,3),  1  /  M<50,100,1,33>,  56 
ik~upanac  'index f1nger'  :  U<1,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,1,67>,  70 
1kti·nara  'cane'  !  ~1,1,1>, 10  /  MC100,100,1,67>,  78 
1pnipa·vaon  'pr1estess'  U~1,3,1),  8  /  M<75,100,1,33),  64 
?1saba?as1p  'bucket
l 
:  U<I,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,33,1>,  64 
1spukasupravara  'scale'  U<1,3,1~,  8  /  M<75,100,67,67>,  81 
1~riva·n 'arcber'  :  0<1,3,1>,  8  /  ~1(75,100,1,33'>,  64 
isvir1pceox  'mt.  tanager'  :  U<4,5,3>,  1  /  M~1,1,67,1>,  12 
1~ari'p  'Douglas  f1r'  :  U<l,l,l>,  10  /  M~100,100,33,1>,  72 
1~vayfurax  'salamander'  :  U<4,5,3~, 1  /  M<50,100,33,1>,  56 
kaFhi'c  'alum'  :  U<I,5,1>,  6  /  M<25,100,1,33>,  47 
kut?anav  'snowplant'  :  U<4,5,3>,  1  /  M<50,100,67,1>,  61 
pihne'Fp1~taoxva  'w1nged  antI  : 
U<4,5,3>,  1  /  M<1,100,67,33),  50 
sarl~  'vlne map1e '  :  U~3,-,->,  *0  /  M~100,33,1,1>, 45 
s1pnuk?atlmnam  'basket'  :  U(4,5,3>,  1  /  M<25,1,33,1>,  14 
tasvan?!plh  'shou1der b1ade'  : 
U<4,5,3>,  1  /  M<25,67,33,1>,  36 
tikankaom  'tbumb'  :  U<1,3,1),  8  /  M<75,100,1,33>,  64 
tlk?arup  'pa1m'  !  U<4,5,3>,  1  /  M~25,100,33,1>,  47 
?u~kanpah1'p  'redwood'  :  U<1,1,3>,  8  /  M<25,67,33,1>,  36 
or  U<4,5,1>,  3  /  M~25,67,1,1>,  31 
?ux?aslyeo~r1hva'n 'bartender' 
U<I,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,67,33>,  75 
Soutbeastern  Pomo 
, 
?abko  'shaman'  :  U~1,3,1~,  8  /  M<75,100,1,33>,  64 
?a?ka~a1 'thlef'  UCl,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,1,67>,  70 
?aw?aw  'crow'  o.  U<3,-,->,  *0  /  M<100  33  33  1 ....  50  .  ",', 
b1aykin  'vein'  :  U<1,3,3>,  6  /  MC75,67,33,1>,  53 
bsiqca  'arrowhead'  :  U<l,l,l>,  10  / 
bu~ma  '1ndex finger'  :  U(1,4,1>,  7  / 
cakuqa1  'carpenter'  :  U~4,4,3>, 2  / 
•  •  cincin  'chlpmunk'  :  U<3,-,->,  *0  /  . , 
da~qocta  'golden-crowned kinglet'  : 
M(100,100,33,1>,  72 
M(1,100,33,1>,  39 
M <50,100,67,33>,  67 
M<100,33,33,1>,  50 
U<4,5,3>,1  /  M<1,67,33,1>,28 
t 
fqac1u1u  'lizard'  :  U<4  5,3>,  1  /  M<25,67,33,1},  36 
kfa1  'mt.  B1ider 11zard'  U(5,-,-~, ° /  M<25,1,1,1>,  9 
•  •  kucin  cl'wa  'kid'  :  U(1,3,1),  8  /  M<75,100,67,33),  75 - 59  -
?manyosml  'armplt  hair'  :  U'l,l,l'>,  10  /  M<100,100,33,1,>,  72 
mfet  'skunk'  :  U~5,-,-), ° /  ~<50,1,1,1>,  17 
t 
m4atnel  'Call!.  newt'  :  U'3,-,-),  *0  /  M<50,33,33,1>,  33  ,  , 
palmxat  'grey nutbateh'  :  U(4,5,1},  3  / 
papel  ?yiqkal  'teaeher'  :  U<1,3,1'>,  8 
piiatu?selamtadapu  'dlsheloth' 
/ 
M<50,100,67,1>,  61 
M<75,100,67,33>,  75 
U<1,3,1>,  8  /  M~75,  100,100,33>,  81 
J  .,  • 
qatqat  'erane'  :  U<3,-,-~,  *0  /  M<100,33,33,1>,  50 
q?oy  'pa1m'  :  U<1,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,1,33'>,  64 
sasmi  'pubie bair'  :  U~1,2,1>,  9  /  M<50,100,33,1>,  56 
?tan  'hand'  :  ULl,l,l>,  10  /  MCIOO,100,1,33>,  72 
9uytinaY4ay  'sunflower'  :  U<4,5,1>,  3  /  M e25,100,33,1>,  47 
4acit  'mudben'  :  U'3,-,->,  *0  /  M<1,1,33,1>,  6 
t 
xalema  'r1ght  hand'  U<1,4,1),  7  /  M<1,67,33,1>,  28 
x~ay 'fisb g1g'  :  U~1,3,2>,  7  /  M<75,67,33,1>,  53 
t 
4aybadudkum  'drill'  :  U<1,3,3>,  6  /  M<75,67,67,33>,  64 
I 
4ayko  'pipe'  :  U<4,5,~>, 1  /  M<25,67,33,1>,  36 
xnueue  'titmouse'  :  U<4,5,l>,  3  /  ,  . 
xkotxkotam  'guitar'  :  U<1,3,1>,  8  / 
40kaletabaekiekim  'train depot'  : 
M<50,100,67,1>,  61 
M<75,100,67,33>,  75 
U<1,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,100,33},  81 
yuk1nqa  'foreleg'  :  Ull,3,l>,  8  /  M<75,100,1,33),  64 
Tun1ea 
-alaWtcah6tu~  'earlobe'  :  U(1,3,1),  8  /  M<75,100,33,1>,  64 
-a~kamayisabu 'fourtb toe' 
Uel,4,l>,  7  /  M<75,67,33,1>,  53 
C1put?E  'pomegranate'  :  U<4,5,1),  3  /  M<25,lOO,1,33>,47 
hahkatatomu  'mortar'  :  U<l,3,1>,  8  /  M<75,100,67,33>,  75 
-hkent?e  'thumb'  :  Uel,3,1>,  8  /  ?>1<75,100,33,1>,  64 
humame11rusa  'blaekberry busb'  : 
Uel,l,l>,  10  /  M<100,100,33,1),  72 
bumaratahera  'keeper  of  a  fast' 
Uel,l,l>,  10  /  M<lOO,100,67,33>,  83 
kew1sta  'honeybee'  :  U<4,5,1>,  3  /  M<25,lOO,33,1>,  47 
kuwat6hku  'b1rd'  :  U<1,2,1>,  9  /  M<25,lOO,33,1>,  47 
I1bpat6hku  'bl1ster'  :  U<l,3,l>,  8  /  M<75,100,1,33>,64 - 60  -
naka  'warr1or'  :  U<5,-,->, ° /  M<l,l,l,l>,  1 
?on1tanlra  'tb1ef'  :  U(l,l,l>,  10  /  M'100,100,67,33>,  83 
punatarabpan1  'racquet'  :  U~l,l,l>,  10 /  M<100,100,67,67>,  89 
rlhkuk5ra  'cart'  :  U~1,5,1),  6  /  M<50,100,33,1>,  56 
rlhku~lkur1  'eword'  :  U<1,4,3>,  5  /  M<75,67,33,1>,  53 
rlbkutapEka  'hammer'  :  U~1,3,2),  7  /  M<75,67,67,33>,  64 
-~1hpar1etu 'bueh bean'  :  U<3,-,->,*0/ M<100,33,33,1),  50 
-stosutahk1s1  'eye11d'  :  U~l,l,l>,  10 /  Mi100,lOO,33,1>,  72 
tahara  's1nger'  U<1,3,1>,  8  /  JIi<75,100,1,33>,  64 
takoma  'comb'  :  U<1,3,1>,  8  /  l1<75,100,1,33>,  64 
tamohtu  'broom'  U<1,3,1>,  8  /  MC75,100,1,33>,  64 
ta~1hputaeaku 'fork'  :  U<1,1,2>,  9  /  M<100,67,67,33>,  72 
tls11nas1hpar1  'coral bean'  :  U<4,5,1>,3 /  Mcl,100,33,1~,39 
?us1btas1bpu  'fork'  :  U<4,5,3>,  1  /  M<25,67,67,33>,  47 
yan1s1  'bov1ne'  :  U<3,-,->,  *0  /  M<100,1,33,1>,  39 
yarubk90e1n1  'hammer'  :  U(4,5,1>,  3  /  M<25,IOO,33,1>,  47 
yuhk1tasuhc1  'sew1ng  needle' 
U<I,I,l>,  10  /  M<100,100,67,33>,  83 - 61  .... 
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